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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the design, construction and operation of AC side excited 
machines. These are brushless machines, the rotor is passive and carries nei­
ther permanent magnets or winding. The applications of such machines are 
outlined. AC side exited machines are presented in two forms, heteropolar and 
homopolar. The principle of operation of both machines is described and a full 
explanation for the magnetic field in both machines is given.
The differences between them are presented by using three dimensional finite el­
ement modelling. It was found that a homopolar machine has some advantages 
over the heteropolar machine and hence this form of machine was constructed 
as a prototype.
The practical results of the machine are presented and compared with the three 
dimensional finite element modelling and good agreement has been achieved. A 
simple theory of the synchronous machine is also employed for this homopolar 
machine and compared with the prototype results.
An improved machine design is presented, using three dimensional finite ele­
ment modelling and compared with a conventional machine.
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A Magnetic vector potential (W b/m)
A z Z component of A
B  Magnetic flux density (Tesla)
B amp Amplitude of flux density
B g Air-gap flux density
B p Longitudinal blocks flux density
B r Rotor flux density
B s Stator flux density
Cr\...Cr4 Phase R  armature coils
Cyi-"Cy4 Phase Y  armature coils
Cb\---Cb4 Phase B  armature coils
D  Mean diameter
Dg Mean diameter at the air-gap
Dp Mean diameter at the longitudinal path
Dr Mean diameter at the rotor
Ds Mean diameter at the stator
Eaf  Armature voltage due to field current
E ag Net air-gap voltage
x
E a Armature reaction drop voltage
e ra / Induced voltage (Volt)
es Voltage source (Volt)
F  Force
F E  Finite Element
F E M  Finite Element Modelling
g Air gap length
gef f  Effective air gap
H  Magnetic field strength (Ampere-turn/meter)
/ ,  i Current
Id Direct axis armature current component
Iq Quadrature axis armature current component
Iph Phase current
I s Slot current
ia, *6, ic Machine phase currents
[z] Column vector of phase currents
J s Current density (A /m 2)
Kd Distribution factor
K p Pich factor
L Effective axial length (metre)
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A .C . Side E xcited M achine 
Topologies
1.1 Introduction
A.C. side excited synchronous machines have both excitation and armature 
windings on the stator side of the air-gap, the machines are robust and have 
been used for high speed applications [1].
The machine has also been suggested for use in alternative energy schemes [2], 
especially in small hydro and wind power applications where advantage can be 
taken of their easy and comparatively low-skilled maintenance requirements, 
where standardization, simplicity and reliability are more important than so­
phistication.
The rotors carry no windings and are brushless but the generated voltage can 
be regulated by varying the stator-side excitation.
The competing technologies are permanent magnet machines or brushless al­
ternatives in which the field current is provided by rotating rectifiers. The 
second of these alternatives carries rotor windings which are not possible at 
high speeds. Permanent magnet machines however can be constructed for high 
speeds but do not provide means of simple voltage control. They do however 
have a superior power/mass ratio and if used with a relatively expensive power 
electronic controller form an expensive, complex rival to the A.C. side excited 
machine.
1.2 High speed applications
Since the early sixties, A.C. side excited machines have been given considerable 
attention for use in aircraft applications.
W harton [3] has given an interesting review. This included many different 
configurations and gave examples of their use.
The machines have also been used for A.C. high frequency generation from 
several hundred Hz to 100 kHz. The higher frequency machines are used for 
supplying power at radio frequencies [4].
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A new promising application for these machines is concerned with the power 
supply for the manned base of NASA’s Space Station Freedom. This will be 
supplied initially from two Solar Power Element modules (SPE’s), yielding a 
total of 75 K W  of electric power. As Freedom evolves and grows, increased 
power needs will be met by the addition of Solar Dynamic(SD) power modules. 
In a solar dynamic power module, a large reflector concentrates solar energy 
into a receiver with integral thermal energy storage. The working gas of a 
Brayton thermodynamic heat engine circulates through the receiver picking up 
energy and thereby drives a turbine-driven alternator to produce electric power. 
The thermal energy storage allows continuous production of power throughout 
the orbit (sun and shade). For optimum operation, the turbine in the Brayton 
turbine-alternator-compressor component will rotate at high speed. Electric 
power will be produced at a frequency between 1 and 2 KHz. At these speeds, 
it is essential that the alternator be very rugged to provide the needed long 
life [5]. The alternator which has been constructed for this application is a 
modified Lundell alternator (an A.C. side excited heteropolar machine), it has 
the following specifications [6]: 36,000 rpm , 1200 Hz 4 poles, 36 stator slots, 
rated at 14.3 K V A , 0.75 PF ,  120 Volts Line-Neutral.
1.3 Superconductivity applications
The topology is well adapted for use with superconducting field coils, due to 
the stationary nature of excitation coils the cryostat is considerably simplified.
3
Superconductivity is a phenomenon whereby certain metals, when cooled to 
very low temperatures (below the critical temperature) become perfect con­
ductors of electricity (resistance is not just very small, it is absolutely zero). 
Critical temperatures are a few degrees Kelvin, demanding the use of liquid 
helium as a refrigerant. The Dutch physist H.Kammerlingh Onnes [7] discov­
ery of superconductivity in 1911, was a direct consequence of his development 
of helium liquefaction techniques. Onnes discovered that, in addition to their 
critical temperatures, superconductors also have a critical field, above which 
they revert from the superconductivity state to a normal resistive state, for the 
metals which Onnes investigated (i.e mercury, lead, and tin), the critical field 
is smaller than A. Tesla.
However in the late 1950s and early 1960s a new class of high field supercon­
ducting alloys was discovered by the workers in the USA, notably M atthias  
and Kunzler. Unlike the pure metals which Onnes had worked with, these 
materials were able to remain superconducting up to very high fields and were 
also able to carry extremely high currents densities. These superconducting al­
loys are type H superconductor (i.e Niobium Titanium NbTi and Niobium Tin 
NbSSn ), in practice the usual operating temperature is 4.2K of liquid helium 
under atmospheric pressure (Low Temperature Superconductor LTc).
The practical applications in power engineering began only when type H LTc 
was developed [8], and these have been used in conventional machines. In 
particular the use of air-cored synchronous machines using superconducting 
field coils has been extensively considered, an early development is shown in
Thermal distance pieci
Vacuum
Fig. 1.1. This is the MIT [9], 3600 rpm, three phase, 80 K V A  alternator with 
a rotating superconducting field winding and an air-cooled copper armature.
Laminated magnetic shield











Basic configuration o f a synchronous machine with 
a superconducting field winding-1971 conception.
Figure 1.1: 80KV A  alternator with a rotating superconducting field winding
A design concept for large superconducting machines has been considered later 
[10], and high power superconducting generators have been designed to produce 
power > 3M V A  [11, 12, 13,14, 15,16], generally the development of these large 
superconducting generators have been considered worldwide [17, 18].
All these machines have suffered from the use of rotating field windings which 
in turn demand rotating cryostats. In contrast if the A.C. side excited con­
figuration is employed the excitation winding is stationary. This considerably 
simplifies the cryostat, so several experiments have been performed using the 
superconductor field coils on the A.C. side of the machine and a double sided 
disc alternator has been constructed [19]. The alternator topology for this de­
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velopment is shown in Fig. 1.2. The stationary superconductor field winding is 
located in the centre of a toroidally wound three phase armature. A ferromag­
netic shaft passes through the field coil and carries flux, via the rotor paddles, 
to the air gaps either side of the armature winding. A heteropolar field pat­
tern is set up within the stator core, and when the shaft is rotated by a prime 
mover the armature windings have voltages induced in them by the alternating 
flux they experience. The cryostats in this design, illustrated in Fig. 1.3, used 
High Temperature Superconducting (H T c ) [20], material with high transition 
temperature (Y ttr iu m  Barium  Copper Oxide Y B a 2CUz0 7 ). These m ateri­
als were announced in 1987, they have advantages over LTc  superconductors 


















Figure 1.3: Sketch of cryostat
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1.4 A .C . side excited  linear m achine top o lo ­
gies
It is possible to make a linear version of any rotating electrical machine. Linear 
versions of A.C. side excited machines are shown at Fig. 1.4 for the heteropolar 
and Fig. 1.5 the homopolar versions. These are known as Linear Synchronous 
Machines (LSMs). These have been considered as an alternative to the Linear 









Figure 1.4: Heteropolar linear synchronous machine








Figure 1.5: Homopolar linear synchronous machine
ences between them and summarized in the following:
Rotor construction: The synchronous machine requires a linear array of D.C. 
excitation poles. The induction machine requires a ladder of conductors formed 
from ‘unrolling’ the squirrel-cage, however, with some reduction in perfor­
mance, the ladder can be replaced by a simple plate of a conductor backed 
by solid core-iron. This leads to an inexpensive and effective system which can 
not be rivalled by the linear synchronous machine. This requires either excita­
tion coils, permanent magnets or arrangements a kin to homopolar machines 
in which the excitation coils are on the armature side of the gap.
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Power supplies: The speed of the stator wave produced by the A.C. winding 
(the synchronous speed) of either machine is proportional to the supply fre­
quency. A linear induction machine produces force so long as its rotor speed is 
different from the synchronous speed. Hence, a simple fixed frequency supply 
will suffice. However, a synchronous machine produces time-average force only 
if its rotor is traveling at synchronous speed. This means that, for variable 
speed working, the stator must be supplied from a variable frequency supply 
(commonly an inverter) and the frequency of the inverter must be carefully 
locked to the rotor speed.
Eddy current end ef fects:  In a linear induction motor, transient eddy currents 
are induced in the rotor at the entry edge. This reduces the machine flux to 
zero at entry. The transient currents decay as a section of the rotor moves 
along the machine. Further eddy currents are induced as a section of the 
rotor leaves the excited region. The effect of these currents is to generally 
reduce the performance of the linear induction motor with respect to its rotary 
counterpart.
Linear synchronous machines potentially also have ‘entry’ and ‘exit’ edge losses. 
For example, if the excitation poles are made from solid iron then pole-face eddy 
currents will be driven at the stator edges. However, there is a crucial difference 
between synchronous and asynchronous linear motors. In the induction case the 
rotor must have conducting paths because the rotor induced currents provide 
the force. It is therefore not possible to modify the unwanted edge-effect forces 
without also changing the wanted propulsion force. The situation is different
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in the synchronous case. Eddy currents are not involved in the basic force 
producing mechanism. It is therefore possible to minimise the transient edge 
eddy currents by, using laminated steel in the excitation pole construction.
Normal forces : The normal force produced by a linear induction motor is 
a function of the rotor speed. It commonly reverses sign; a force repelling 
the rotor from the stator at standstill may reverse to become an attractive 
force as the machine accelerates. The normal force produced by a synchronous 
machine is dependent on pole angle and the excitation and supply levels rather 
than speed. It is therefore easier to control so as, say, to provide a constant 
attractive force at all speeds.
A.C. side excited linear machines can be shown to have much higher efficiencies 
and power factors than LIMs [22, 23]. Linear synchronous machines, heteropo­
lar and homopolar have been constructed and shown to be capable of providing 
both thrust and lift force at relatively high efficiencies force and power factors 
[24], together with ease of control [25, 26].
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1.5 Outline o f the thesis
This thesis presents two forms of A.C. side excited machines ’homopolar and 
heteropolar’. One homopolar machine has been constructed and the practical 
results have been compared with results from both forms of machines predicted 
from the finite element modelling.
In Chapter 2, the principle of operation for both machines is described. The 
field of both machines is fully described.
The construction of the homopolar machine and its specification are given in 
Chapter 3. Due account was taken of the nature of the magnetic field in each 
part of the machine in order to decide which section should be made from 
laminations.
In Chapter 4 the two machines are modelled in 2D and 3D finite element 
by using the ’MEGA’ package [27]. It will be observed that 3D FEM has 
advantages in the analysis of electrical machines.
A comparison between the homopolar and heteropolar machines is detailed in 
Chapter 5.
The calculated parameters for the homopolar machine are presented in Chapter 
6. The results from the measurements obtained from the prototype machine 
are also presented in this chapter to compare with the results obtained from 
FEM.
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The analytical design approach is based on the theory of a 3 phase synchronous 
machine which can be applicable to this homopolar machine and this is illus­
trated in Chapter 7.
The machine has some penalties, for example, it has a high synchronous reac­
tance and high saturation level. In Chapter 8, the improved machine design, it 




T he principle o f operation of 
H om opolar and H eteropolar  
m achines
2.1 Introduction
The principle of operation of both homopolar and hetropolar machines is dis­
cussed in this chapter. It will be shown that the differences between the ma­
chines is that the flux crosses from stator to rotor radially and has the same 
direction at all points round the periphery for the homopolar version, conversely 
in the heteropolar case the flux crosses the air gap in both directions.
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2.2 Principle of operation o f a heteropolar 
machine
The rotor and the stator of a 2 pole heteropolar machine are shown in the 
Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 respectively.
The operation of this machine can be best explained by looking at the longi­
tudinal section in Fig. 2.3 at particular position.
The two connected excitation coils are shown in the stator figure but the A.C. 
winding, carried in the slots of the centre core, is omitted for clarity (only one 
coil is shown). It will be observed that the excitation coils drive flux so that a 
pair of poles are induced in the rotor a ’north’ pole at the left of the diagram 
and a ’south’ at the right. If the rotor is turned by 180° as shown in Fig. 2.4, 
again two poles are induced but of opposite polarity. It follows therefore, that 
a 3 phase e m f  will be induced in a two pole winding inserted in the slots of the 
centre core. This form of machine is called heteropolar because of the formation 
of the ’north-south’ pattern on the rotor.
16
Figure 2.1: Heteropolar machine Rotor
One
A.C











Figure 2.3: L ongitudinal Section  at 0° P osition
Longitudinal Blocks
Stainless Steel Rotor Shaft
f
\ \ \
Figure 2.4: Longitudinal Section at 180° Position
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2.3 Principle o f operation o f a hom opolar ma­
chine
The rotor and stator of a 2-pole machine are shown in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 
respectively.
Only one excitation coil is used in this machine. The A.C. winding passes 
through the slots of both cores. Fig. 2.7 is a longitudinal section of the machine 
shown at one particular position, if the left hand stator is considered it will be 
seen that the rotor presents a ’north’ pole at the top since flux passes from 
the rotor to the stator. However there is no flux driven from the rotor at the 
bottom. If now the rotor is turned by 180° as shown in Fig. 2.8 then it will 
be seen that flux still passes from the rotor to the stator at the left hand core 
with the rotor still presenting a ’north’ pole.
Consideration of the figures shows that a similar situation occurs on the right 
hand side core but this time a ’south’ pole is always presented by the stator. 
Since the flux is only modulated from one direction to zero in one core the 
machine is termed homopolar. However because of the two cores the flux 
linking a stator coil is first in one direction from one core and then in the 
reversed direction from the other [28].
19
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Figure 2.7: L ongitudinal Section  at 0° P osition
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Figure 2.8: Longitudinal Section at 180° Position
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C hapter 3
T he practical construction o f A  
H om opolar m achine
3.1 Introduction
In order to provide practical validation of some of the finite element calcula­
tions performed in this thesis, a working model of a homopolar machine was 
constructed, this is shown in Fig. 3.1.
22
/yccA
Fig. 3.1 A homopolar working model
3.2 Principles o f construction
In constructing the homopolar prototype machine due account was taken of 
the nature of the field traversing each part of the machine in order to decide 
which section should be made from either laminated or solid steel.
In the case of the D.C. field Fig. 3.2, the rotor sides at sections A  — A  and 
B  — B  see no change of flux as the machine rotates since one rotor side always 
experiences an outgoing field (section A —A) while the other rotor side (section 
B  — B)  sees a constant entering field. In principle therefore the rotor could be 
made of solid steel as far as the D.C. field concerned.
The rotor outgoing field enters the longitudinal blocks as shown in Fig. 3.2 
(section A  — A) . It predominantly enters the top three blocks but flux also 
traverses the other three. A similar sketch of the field at the other end of the 
machine is shown at Fig. 3.2 section B  — B.
As the machine rotates the direction of the field in the longitudinal blocks 
remains constant however it is modulated in a particular block from a value 
which is close to zero to its full value. It follows therefore that the longitudinal 
blocks must be laminated.
This D.C. field also does not change direction in the longitudinal blocks, since 
the rotor outgoing field will enter the top longitudinal blocks in section A — A  
as an entering path, and vice-versa in section B  — B.
The only part in the machine which experiences change in the magnitude of
24
the D.C. field is the stator. This change is from a maximum in section A — A  
(top part of the stator) to a minimum in section B  — B,  and vice-versa in the 
bottom part of the stator.
In Fig. 3.3, which shows the A.C  field, again both rotor sides in section A — A  
and section B  — B  experience this field as a constant field and section A — A  
shows that, this field is outgoing from the rotor. Conversely in section B  — B  
this field enters the rotor. It follows therefore that the body of the rotor sees a 
field which is unidirectional.
The A.C  field is also unidirectional in the longitudinal blocks, since the rotor 
outgoing field enters the top longitudinal blocks in section A — A  as an entering 
path, and vice-versa in section B  — B.
It can be concluded from above that the rotor could have been a solid rather 
than laminated since it sees a constant field from both the A.C  and D.C. 
excitation. However fluctuations in this field occur as a result of first the 
slots in the stator and secondly due to space harmonic fields produced by the 
A.C  winding which do not travel at rotor speed. To reduce the effect of the 
eddy currents which might be produced from these field fluctuations it would 
be preferable to laminate the rotor, however at high speeds this may not be 
possible.
The stator has to be laminated to reduce the eddy current effect produced by 
the A.C  field.
25
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Figure 3.2: D .C . flux sections A — A and B  — B
A/CCA
Figure 3.3: A.C. flux sections A — A and B — B
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3.3 Stator D esign
T he stator construction  is shown in Fig. 3.4. It w ill be observed th at tw o  
annular slo tted  stators are form ed by lam inated  blocks to  provide th e  necessary  
flux paths. A separate v iew  of th e tw o stators is shown in F ig. 3.5.
F igure 3.4: T w o stator core w ith  th e longitud inal bars
27
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The rotor has been assembled from two different shapes of laminations. Half 
and full circular laminations were used, of 0.35 m m  thickness. These were used 
to produce the shaped rotor shown in Fig. 2.5. A photograph of the rotor is 
shown at Fig. 3.6 during its construction.
3.5 Field and armature windings arrangem ent
The field coil is a solenoid type and was wound on a bobbin. Copper conductor 
was used. The bobbin is placed equi-distance from the stator cores. The leads 
are brought out from the hole in the outer case. The field coil is taped with a 
heavy duty insulation.
Each coil of the armature winding is in the form of a saddle occupying the slots 
of both cylindrical stators.
A single layer construction is employed following its common use in machines 
of this size. Fig. 3.7 shows the field and the A.C. winding (only two A.C. coils 
are shown for clarity).
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Fi.g 3.6 Rotor laminations assembly
Coil CR2 
Phase R
Coil CR3 phase R
Excitation coil
Figure 3.7: field and arm ature w indings arrangem ent
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3.6 M achine specifications
U sing th e above considerations th e m achine has been constructed  in  order to  
have all th e  specifications listed  in the tab le(3 .1 ). It has a tw o pole w inding on 
th e stator. T he stator w inding has two coils per phase and pole as shown in  
Fig. 3.8.
T he nonlinear characteristics for th e m aterials used for th e  rotor, stator and the  
six  longitud inal blocks was found exp erim en tally  using th e B-H testin g  m achine  
(M A G N E T - P H Y  S IC  RE M  AG RAP H).  T hese curves are presented  in th e  
appendix — A.
K X
Phase........................... R phase  ► y  Phase.............................. ► B
Figure 3.8: T w o coils per phase and pole
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Number of slots 24
Material type Laminated steel
Number of poles 2
Wire diameter of windings 0.8 mm
Number of turns in a coil 45
Lamination inner diameter 114.5 mm
Lamination outer diameter 203 mm
Number of blocked bars 6
Lamination blocked bar thickness 0.35 mm
Lamination blocked bar depth 20 mm
Blocked bar axial length 120 mm
A ir-gap
Length 0.675 mm
effective length 1.32 mm
Air gap flux density 0.3 T
R o to r
Half circle lamination inner diameter 44.45 mm
Half circle lamination outer diameter 113.157 mm
Full circle lamination inner diameter 44.45 mm
Full circle lamination outer diameter 80 mm
Half circle lamination axial length 100 mm
Full circle lamination axial length 20 mm
Rotor shaft axial length 170 mm
Table 3.1: Machine specification
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C hapter 4
M achine M odelling by m eans o f  
F in ite E lem ent M ethods
4.1 Introduction
To perform the analysis of electrical machines, an electromagnetic model is 
required. This can be used to find the characteristics of the machine, for 
example flux linkage, inductances etc (These are presented in the following 
chapter).
Finite Element methods have been used previously for the solution of various 
machines. Examples are given for A.C. machines in references [29, 30, 31, 32], 
and for D.C. machines in references [33, 34, 35]. In this thesis the finite element
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’MEGA Package’ [27], has been used to model the heteropolar and homopolar 
machines discussed in this thesis.
The MEGA package uses finite element techniques for modelling 2D and 3D 
problems. In the 2D case a vector potential formulation is used for all regions. 
In the 3D case magnetic scalar potential is used for all regions except those 
which contain the conducting material or excitation coils. In these latter two 
cases vector potential and reduced scalar potential are used respectively.
The MEGA package structure consists of two programs. The first program 
is MEGA-view which consistutes the pre-and post processor. This provides 
the user with a consistent interactive environment to define, post process, and 
edit the electromagnetic model. The second program is the solver ’MEGA 
solve’, and once the problem has been set up using MEGA-view, the solver 
typically works out the problem non-interactively and can produce an answer 
file which is read back into MEGA-view for interactive post-processing. The 
MEGA Package solves 2D and 3D problems using the same viewer and solver.
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4.2 2D FE theory
In a device which is very long so that its field can be assumed constant in one 
direction, a 2D model can be used for analysis. In rotating machine analysis, 
a 2D cartesian vector potential model is commonly used taking a plane of the 
machine which is at right angles to the shaft[36]. This ignores the effects due 
to the ends such as fields due to the end turns. The current is in the shaft 
direction with two magnetic flux density components in the modelling plane.
The formulation used solves for a single component of the magnetic vector 
potential, A =  A zZ where the field quantities are derived from A. The induced 
electro-motive force e m f  is:
(4.1)




B =  V x AzZ (4.2)
The governing Partial Differential Equation (P D E ) is deduced from Maxwell’s 




- V  . —V A Z +  V— z-  = J s (4.4)
fj, at
Note that the current is described by two terms, the first is due to the prescribed 
current source and the second to the induced eddy currents. If the model 
has coils with known current density, then Js is prescribed and a is zero in 
the region. It is also possible to model coils with unknown current allowing 
voltage forced or external circuits to be modelled. If a massive conductor has 
a prescribed voltage then J s can be assigned the D.C. value of current that 
would flow if no eddy current effects were present, i.e:
J* =  crEr (4.5)
where E a is the applied voltage gradient. In this case the eddy current distri­
bution will modify the final current distribution.
4.3 M achine m odelling using 2D FE tech n iq u e
T he tw o m achines were m odelled  using th e 2D m eth od  described above during  
th e first prelim inary stages of th ese investigations unusually for electrica l m a­
chines a p lane along th e axis of th e m achine (th e shaft d irection) was chosen  
and th e  m odel is g iven  in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 for heteropolar and hom opolar  
m achines respectively.
mam
Figure 4.1: 2D F E  M odel, H eteropolar m achine
A typ ica l m esh  used for th e 2-pole m achine is show n in Fig. 4 .3  and Fig. 4 .4  
for heteropolar and hom opolar m achines respectively . 2D Cartesian m agn etic  
vector p oten tia l was used to  solve th e m odel th e geom etry assum ed to  stay  
fixed  and th e field coil has been m eshed as unique region w ith  a known cur­









Figure 4.2: 2D FE  M odel, H om opolar m achine  
corresponding B — H  curves, th ese are given in appendix[A ].
T he field d istribution  as contours o f nodal average are shown in Fig. 4.5 and  
Fig. 4.6 for heteropolar and hom opolar m achines respectively.
T h ese results are of interest for prelim inary design but it is apparent that the  
m achines m ust be m odelled  in 3D because of th e changes in geom etry  along  
plane cut at th e right angles to  th e axis. In particular th e field does not change  




Figure 4.3: Typical Mesh used for 2D FE Model, Heteropolar machine
Figure 4.4: Typical Mesh used for 2D FE Model, Homopolar machine
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Figure 4.5: Contours of B in the heteropolar machine
Figure 4.6: Contours of B in the homopolar machine
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4.4 The 3D FE M odelling
The 3D mesh can be created by extruding a 2D base plane built from quadri­
lateral and triangle elements.The process of creating a 2D mesh is subset of the 
full 3D program.
This modelling method means that the base plane must contain the whole 
network topology of the entire model. The 3D FE Models are outlined in the 
following sections.
4.4.1 3D theory
In extending an electromagnetic field computation model from 2D to 3D, ad­
ditional complexities arise, not only because of the 3D geometry, but also from 
the physical nature of the field itself which is a vector quantity [37]. The vector 
nature of the electromagnetic field implies that at each node there will be at 
least three unknown quantities to compute, which means that there will be 
a three fold increase in the size of the system matrix over that required for 
scalar unknowns. This in turn means a considerable escalation in computer 
cost. Using the magnetic vector potential A and an electric scalar potential 
V  is the classical method of representing electromagnetic fields. The magnetic 
vector potential is used to represent the magnetic flux density:
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B =  V x A (4.6)
When A and V  are used then the electric field has two contributions:
(4.7)
The ^  term is normally associated with the induced e m f  around a closed loop 
due to the changing field. The voltage term is useful for introducing sources 
into massive circuits and in allowing jumps in conductivity to be modelled 
correctly.
Substituting the above representations into Maxwell’s equations, the partial 
differential equations are derived for the solution of:
E = d A
dt -  W
V x H  =  J  (4.8)
Yielding,
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V x x A +  a f ^  +  w j  =  0 (4.9)
This equation leaves A without a gauge and leads to more unknowns than 
equations. To remedy this situation an augmented set of equations can be 
solved:
V x  t v x  A - j i w - A l  +  < r ( ^  + V F J  = 0  (4.10)
+  W ) = °  (4 ' U )
The middle term  of equation 4.10 is optionally added as a penalty term con­
straining the divergence of A to be zero. To ensure that the solution is unique 
the additional constraint:
A n  = 0  (4.12)
on the boundary of A regions may be added.
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4.5 Stator m esh
T h e first task was to  construct a base plane norm al to  th e m achine shaft w hich  
can be thought of as a 2D slice through th e m odel.
T h is base p lane was constructed  from quadrilaterals and triangles, each ed ge  
of w hich is defined by tw o nodes as shown in Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Stator base p lane used for both  m achines
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In th is p lane it w ill be noticed  th at th e six longitud inally  d irected  blocks have  
been  m eshed w ith  th e stators, and a half of th e air gap is included  in th is  
m esh. T he other half of the air gap is part of the rotor m esh (described in th e  
follow ing section ). T he problem  has been defined as two m eshes th a t can m ove  
rela tive to  each other. T his is described in section  4.9.
A fter creation  of th ese  elem ents, th ey  m ust be labeled  in such a way th at w ill 
define th e m aterials, for exam ple; air, iron, conductor, and etc.
T h is is achieved by g iving elem en ts region identification  num bers w hich defines 






Figure 4.8: Stator base m aterial identifications
T he stator base p lane m esh has about (2498) elem ents and (2198) nodes.
A fu ll 3D fram ework of elem ents can be form ed by extruding th e base p lane on
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a given display level in the Z-direction and it is shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 
for the heteropolar and homopolar machines respectively.
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Fig. 4.9 3D Stator,^leteropolar Machine
  | S/€GA
Fig. 4.10 3D Stator, Homopolar machine
4.6 R otor m esh
A s it has been described in th e previous section , a 2D slice rotor base p lane has 
been  constructed  from quadrilateral and triangles elem ents and th ey  are clear  
in  F ig. 4.11. T he rotor base plane has about (795) nodes and (806) e lem en ts, 
th ese  num bers included  th e other half o f the air-gap nodes and elem en ts.
Figure 4.11: Rotor B ase P lane M esh
T hese e lem en ts have been  characterized by given elem ent region identification  
and m ay be observed in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 for th e heteropolar and ho­
m opolar m achines.
A fu ll 3D fram ework of elem ents has been form ed by extruding th e base p lane  
on th e  sam e given  d isp lay level (as it was in th e stator case). F ig. 4.14 and  







Figure 4.12: R otor region identification , heteropolar m achine








Figure 4.13: R otor region identification , hom opolar m achine
Figure 4.14: Rotor in 3D view, heteropolar machine
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Fig. 4.15 3D Rotor, Homopolar machine
4 .7  Coils representation
T h e M E G A  program  m odels 3D coils using a m esh (coil fragm ents) th a t is d is­
tin ct from  th e fin ite elem ent d iscretisation , and variety o f coils can be created  
[27]. In th is m od el tw o shapes of coils have been selected , solenoidal and sad­
d le representing th e exc ita tion  and arm ature coils respectively  and are shown  
in  F ig . 4.16. T he fu ll 3-phase arm ature w inding w ith  th e exc ita tio n  coil are 
show n in Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18 for both  m achines heteropolar and hom opolar  
respectively .
Figure 4.16: Coils used in 3D m odel
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Figure 4.17: T he 3 phase arm ature w inding w ith  th e exc ita tion  coil, heteropolar  
m achine
F igure 4.18: T he 3 phase arm ature w inding w ith  the excita tion  coil, hom opolar  
m achine
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4.8 Set-up for the reduced scalar region used  
for the coils
The coils must only exist in air regions of the model and the actual element in 
which a coil is embedded must be modelled using a reduced scalar potential of 
a unique region identity which is required to completely enclose the coils [38]. 
In this reduced scalar region shown in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 for both machines 
which contain known source currents, curl H  is no longer zero. However, since 
the form of the current is known, the magnetic field can be split into two parts.
The field due to the source current can be calculated using Biot-Savart:
H - =  - c / . J x V ® *  14131
The actual field is given by the sum of the source field, Hs, and the gradient 
of a reduced scalar potential, 4>.
H  =  - V $  +  H s (4.14)
The volume in which this calculation is performed is called the reduced scalar 
region.
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F igure 4.19: R educed scalar region for th e heteropolar m achine w inding
Figure 4.20: Reduced scalar region for the homopolar machine winding
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4.9 R otor M ovement
It is required to model this machine with its rotor moving relative to the stator 
so that the characteristics of interest such as flux linkages, inductances (They 
are presented in chapter 5), which vary with the position can be evaluated. To 
carry out this kind of analysis, several meshes have to be created, one for each 
position and then each solved in turn. But the MEGA program has a facility 
of a coupling meshes using Lagrange multipliers [39].
The technique involves the use of Lagrange multipliers to couple independent 
meshes at a suitable interface plane. It is important that the two meshes must 
be created with the same reference point. Each mesh contributes half of the 
air gap elements (as it was explained in the previous sections 4.5 and 4.6). The 
nodes of the two meshes at the interface do not need to match and the number 
can be different and as in Fig. 4.21 which is shown for a x — y plane.
The Lagrange surface is cylindrical in this problem and therefore the cylinders 
of the rotor and stator meshes must be coincident. Movement between the two 
meshes is a rotation in the given direction from the base position; and Fig. 4.22, 
for example, shows the rotor in the x — y plane at angle of plus 45° degrees 
from the position base. A 3D view is shown in the following Section.
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mm
Figure 4.21: T he coupling m eshes
4.10 W hole m achine 3D m odel
T he full 3D m esh is shown in Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24 for heteropolar and  
hom opolar m achine respectively.
T he level structure of th e m esh is illustrated  by Fig. 4 .25, F ig. 4 .26, and  
Fig. 4.27 w hich show th e m achine cross section  at three different p osition s  
in  th e  Z  d irection.
Level num ber 4 (F ig . 4.25) has on ly  th e first half rotor slice, w h ile th e op p osite  
side is shown in level 10 (F ig. 4 .26). Level num ber 7 (F ig. 4 .27) shows on ly  th e  
m id dle of th e rotor.
T he w hole m achine can be view ed as a 3D solid m odel which can be m anip-
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Figure 4.22: T he rotor at 45° degree from  base
u lated  after th e  data  of th e w hole m esh has been  generated  and is shown in 
Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 4.29 for heteropolar and hom opolar m achines respectively .
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level 1 0 cm
level 2_ 4 cm
■level 3- 6.5 cm
c
level 4 8 cm
9 CMlevel 5
level 6 10.5 cm
level 7 12 cm
level 8 13.5 cm
level 9 14.5 cm 
16 cmlevel 10







level 14 21.5 cm
level 15 22.5 cm
level 16 25 cm
level!7 29 qqj
Figure 4.23: H eteropolar m achine 3D  extrusion







level 5 1 0 cm
level 6 1 2 cm 
level 7 1 3 cm
level 8 1 4 cm
level 9 15 cm
level 1 0 is cm
level 1 1 is cm
level 1 2 2 0 cm
Figure 4.24: Homopolar machine 3D extrusion
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Rotor Slice in 
level 4




Figure 4.26: Level number 10
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Rotor Slice in 
level 10
Figure 4.27: Level num ber 7
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Fig. 4.28 Whole structure in 3D, Heteropolar machine
j t j | j |
-  ------------------------ -  1 / 4 C S A
Fig. 4.29 Whole structure in 3D, Homopolar machine
C hapter 5
A  com parison betw een  
heteropolar and hom opolar 
m achines
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter designs for the two machines are presented and compared. The 
same armature winding and current densities are used for both machines. The 
field coils used are identical, one of them is needed in the homopolar case and 
two in the heteropolar case.
The homopolar machine was first designed in 3D FE with dimensions as shown
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in Fig. 5.1. To meet the requirement that the induced voltage in the stator 
windings of the heteropolar design is the same as the homopolar, the dimensions 
shown in Fig. 5.2 were used. It will be noticed from the magnetic circuit of this 
machine that the middle stator is the same as one side of the homopolar stator. 
The other two outside cores are each one half the width of the centre core, since 
the flux density B t in the slotted middle stator of a width d as shown in the 
sketch diagram in Fig. 5.3(A) is the same flux density of the other outside 
unslotted cores of a width d/2 as shown in the sketch diagram in Fig. 5.3(B). 
The 30mm space between the middle stator and the side cores has been left 
for the end turns of the AC winding. This is the same distance that has been 
used for the AC winding of the homopolar machine.
5.2 E xcitation losses:
For the same excitation current, the total excitation losses in both machines 
are:
In the homopolar machine (one coil):
=  I 2fho  X  R






All dimensions are in mm
Figure 5.1: Homopolar Machine Dimensions
and for the heteropolar machine (two coils):
=  2 x  x  
Ifht is the heteropolar machine field current.
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but for the same induced voltage in both machines, only 90% of the field current 
is needed as it is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Therefore the excitation loss in heteropolar machine is:
=  2 x (0.9 I f  ho)2 x R  = 1.62 x I j ho x R
Therefore the loss in the heteropolar case is only 62% more than the loss in the 
homopolar machine, even though twice might be expected because there are 
two coils. For equal induced e m f  the losses are 32.8 watts in the heteropolar 
and 20.2 watts in the homopolar machine at Ijho =  4.5 amperes and R  =  lft.
5.3 Arm ature losses
In the homopolar machine the length of mean turn of the AC winding is about 
55.6 cm. In the heteropolar machine, it is 41.6 cm, so that the armature 
resistance of the homopolar machine is 1.34 times the heteropolar.
In the heteropolar machine:
Armature losses =  3 x I*rm R a r m . = 21.6 (watts)
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at I a r m .  =  3 amperes and R a r m . = 0.8 0.
In the homopolar machine:
Armature losses =  3 x l l rm x 1.34R a r m .  =  47l rm. x R a r m .  =  28.8 (watts) 
again at at Iarm. — 3 amperes and R a r m .  = 0.8 fi.
5.4 Iron losses:
The total loss has been calculated in each part of the stator of each machine, 
in the teeth, back iron, and in the longitudinal blocks. The method was to first 
find value of the peak flux density and then corresponding value of specific loss 
in watt I kg was found from steel manufacturers curves and they are presented 
in appendix [E],
Fig. 5.5, shows the flux around the longitudinal and stator parts for both 
machines (top picture for the homopolar and the other one for the hetropolar 
machine).
For the heteropolar machine: The peak flux density in the teeth is 0.72 tesla 
and, the specific total loss is 1.28 watt/kg.  Meanwhile the peak flux density in 
the back iron is 0.5 tesla and the corresponding specific total loss value is 0.74
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watt I kg.
The total specific loss in the teeth and the back iron is 1.28 +  0.74 =  2 watts/kg.
In the longitudinal blocks the peak flux density is 0.22 tesla which gives the 
corresponding specific loss of 0.22 watts/kg.
The volume of the stator is 2.013 x 10-3 and the volume density is 7690 k g /m 3 
which gives the total weight of 15.5 kg.
Therefore the losses in the teeth and back iron is 15.5% x 2.02watts /kg = 
31.31 watts.
The volume of the longitudinal blocks is 1.112 x 10-3 and for the same volume 
density above the losses is 0.22watts/ kg x 8.55kg = 1.88watts.
Therefore the total iron loss in the stator in the heteropolar machine is 31.31 +  
1.88 =  33.19 watts.
For the homopolar machine: The peak flux density in the teeth is 0.77 tesla 
and from the curve in the appendix [E], the specific-total loss is 1.5watt/kg.  
Meanwhile the peak flux density in the back iron is 0.4847 tesla and the cor­
responding specific total loss value is 0.71 watt/kg.
The total specific loss in the teeth and the back iron is 1.5 +  0.71 =  2.21 
watt/kg.
In the longitudinal blocks the peak flux density is 0.2 tesla which gives the 
corresponding specific loss of 0.18 watts/kg.
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The volume of the stator is 1.8 x 10 3 and the volume density is 7690 k g /m 3 
which gives the total weight of 14 kg.
Therefore the losses in the teeth and back iron is 14kg x 2.2watt/kg = 31 watts.
The volume of the longitudinal blocks is 0.834 x 10-3 and for the same volume 
density above the losses is 0.18watts/kg  x 6.42% =  1.2 watts.
Therefore the total iron loss in the stator of the homopolar machine is 30.9 + 
1.2 =  32.1 watts.
5.5 W eight comparison
The weight of the two machines was calculated and found to be homopolar 
26.22 kg, and heteropolar 32.35 kg.
5.6 Comparison o f the two m achines
Table 5.1 compares the two machines. For equal induced e m f  and armature 
current the loss in the heteropolar is 10% greater than the loss in the homopolar 
machine. In addition the mass of the heteropolar is about 19% greater than 
the homopolar. On this simple basis therefore the homopolar machine has the 
advantages of both loss and weight and is to be preferred.
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All dimensions are in mm
Figure 5.2: H eteropolar M achine D im ensions
W e ig h t(^ )  and
\oss(watt)
H eteropo lar H om opolar
field loss 32.8 20.2
A rm ature loss 21.6 28.8
Total loss 54.4 49
Stator w eight 24.05 20.42
R otor weight 8.3 5.8
T otal weight 32.35 26.22
Table 5.1: Comparison in weight and loss for both machines
44.25
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Sketch (A) Sketch (B)
Figure 5.3: Sketch diagram s of d and 0 .5d core w idth
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Figure 5.5: flux around th e longitud inal blocks and stator
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C hapter 6
C alculation by FE of m achine 
param eters and perform ance. 
Verification w ith  practical tests
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter calculation of the machine parameters and its performance by 
F E  are presented together with the practical tests results.
The first exercise performed in these calculations was to check the induced 
e ra / at no load for both heteropolar and homopolar machines, by working out 
individual coil voltages and assessing the effect of the pole shape. The induced
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e m f  was calculated from the rate of change of the flux linkages, and these 
in turn were found from the 3D F E  machine model(the 3D F E  models were 
described in chapter 4). Calculated e m f  phase voltages have already been used 
in the previous chapter for comparison purposes of the two machines.
In the second exercise, the coils in the armature were connected together to 
represent a 3 — phase star connection, for example, phase — R  consists of four 
coils. To join them in series, the automatic port connection [27] facility in 
the F E  package was used (please see Fig.3.8. for more details). Other coils 
belonging to other phases are also connected in the same way to represent 
phase — Y  and phase — B  and these phases were star connected.
A time stepped solution using FEM was used in different conditions:
1- When the field coil was the only excited coil. Here a wide range of current 
values were used and the e m f  on open circuit was calculated.
2- When the armature coils only were excited to find the unsaturated syn­
chronous reactance and the ratio of X j  and X q from the slip test.
3- When both field and armature windings are excited to represent the case of 
load performance. The field coil was connected to an external current source 
while the armature winding was connected to variable resistive and variable 
inductive loads.
4- The calculated parameters found in 1 and 2 above were used in the phasor 
diagram shown in Fig. 6.1 to find the load performance as a quick solution.
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T his is not as accurate as FE  , however F E  takes a long tim e  to  im p lem en t, 
for exam p le one step  o f th e  3D tim e-step p ed  solution  takes about one hour 
show n on a H P  9 000 /720  96M B  RAM  Workstation , and about 120 steps are 
required per cycle.
F igure 6.1: Synchronous m achine phasor diagram
6.2 C alcu lation  o f arm ature phase flux link­
age on  no-load for th e  induced calcu­
lation .
T h e generated  voltage of th e m achine appears at th e term inals w hen there is 
no arm ature current flowing hence p u ttin g  i =  0 in equation  (6 . 1) we find:
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Where A is the phase flux linkage.
Hence once the A is known the phase e m f  can be calculated .
(6.3)
In order to calculate A the flux linking the separate armature coils is first 
calculated. This can be obtained from the 3D finite element plot as illustrated 
on Fig. 6.2 by defining 3, 3D surfaces and taking the average surface integral 
obtained from them.
Phase flux linkage can then be formed by adding the coil flux linkage from the 
coils of a phase (Fig. 6.3 gives the coil numbering used in the calculation) as 
described below.
The phase flux linkage can be expressed in terms of coil linkages as shown 
below:
dX dx —  x —  
dx dt
\ h a s e - R  =  A o f i l  +  \ c R 2  ~  A 0 0 3  ~  ^ C R 4 (6.4)
'phase- -y  =  ^ c y  i  +  A c y 2 — A c t 3  — A c y a (6.5)
A p h a s e - B  =  A c 7 B i +  A c ^  ~  A C B 3  ~  ^ C B 4  ( 6 . 6 )
Where —ve sign represents the winding direction of the coil.
The armature coil flux linkages were calculated using 3D field plots. The field 
distribution in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 for heteropolar and homopolar machines 
respectively are used in this calculation. The normal component of the mid air- 
gap flux density with the rotor at standstill is plotted on Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 
for both machines.
Calculated flux linkages of the coils at different rotor positions are given in 
Fig. 6.8 for the small central coils of the concentric group and in Fig. 6.9 for 
the large coils of the heteropolar machine. Similar results are shown in Fig. 6.10 
and Fig. 6.11 for the homopolar machine. It will be observed that there is the 









Figure 6.2: Surface integral along the coil
from  a 3 phase set Cbi +  Cb 2 and Cy\  +  Cyz, Cr\  +  C r 2 are th e sam e as those  
from  coil groups Crz  -f C r4, Cb3 +  Cba and Cy  1 +  Cy 2 due to  their sym m etrica l 
p lacem ent. Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 illu strate th e flux linkage for th e coil group  
of phase — R  for b oth  heteropolar and hom opolar m achines respectively. From  
th e above graphs, it can b e seen that there are harm onics due to  th e  s lo ttin g  
present, th ese  can be m in im ised  by skewing.
T he general shape o f th e w ave form  is not sinusoidal but can be im proved by  
shaping th e poles so that th e air-gap at th e  longitud inal pole edges is increased  








Figure 6.3: Coil num bering system
6.3 Coil flux linkage w ith  m odified rotor pro­
file.
A m ore sinusoidal waveform  can be obtained  if th e rotor is re-profiled as shown  
in Fig. 6.14 in 2D and Fig. 6.15 in 3D. It w ill be observed th at th e new  profile 
has reduced th e flux linkage as shown in Fig. 6.16 and reduced th e harm onic  




Figure 6.4: F ield  D istribution , heteropolar m achine




Figure 6 .6 : A ir-gap flux density, heteropolar m achine
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Table 6.1: H arm onic content of phase i?, original and m odified  rotor





Figure 6.14: Rotor edge cut in F in ite  E lem ent slice
6.4 P h ase  flux linkages





Figure 6.15: Modified rotor in 3D
have been calculated above. The armature winding configuration and coil flux 
linkages for each phase can be used to calculate the phase flux linkages for 
any armature winding however complex it may be. The phase flux linkages for 
the heteropolar machine are given in Fig. 6.17. Fig. 6.18 shows the phase flux 
linkage in the homopolar machine with the original rotor whilst Fig. 6.19 shows 
for comparison the flux linkage with the modified rotor. It will be observed 
that the modified profile produces a wave shape closer to sinusoidal and thus 
is confirmed by the results of a harmonic analysis shown in table 6.1.
6.5 C alcu lation  o f no-load phase em fs
Original rotor profile 
Modified rotor profile
50 100 150
Rotor position (mechanical degree)
200 250 300 350 400
Figure 6.16: Flux linkage in original and modified rotor, phase — R
Phase emfs are given by the rate of change of flux linkages as shown in equation 
(6.1). The phase flux linkage due to the excitation field current varies within 
rotor position. Equation (6.1) can be re-expressed as:
d \  d \  dO dX
d i  =  d 6 X d i = M X “  (6-7)
Therefore the phase emfs can be calculated by multiplying the space rate of 
change of phase flux linkages by u>.
Fig. 6.20 and Fig. 6.21 show the three phase voltages calculated for the het- 
eropolar and homopolar machines respectively. Fig. 6.22 shows phase — R  only 
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Figure 6.18: Phase flux-linkage in the homopolar machine
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Figure 6.20: Calculated three phase voltages in the heteropolar machine
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Figure 6.21: Calculated three phase voltages in the homopolar machine
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-20 Induced emf, modified rotor
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Figure 6.22: Phase R only of homopolar machine
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6.6 3D m odelling and com puter tim e consum ed
In the 3D modelling, the heteropolar machine has 17 levels and the total num­
ber of nodes and element are 50847 and 52704 respectively. This model as a 
magnetostatic problem needs at least 30 minutes to solve for a particular rotor 
position.
In case of the homopolar machine, the model has only 15 levels and the total 
number of nodes and element are 44925 and 46228 respectively. This model 
needs only 20 minutes to solve for a particular rotor position.
6.7 M achine load performance in com parison  
w ith FEM
In this section the results of the tests performed on the prototype machine 
together with the equivalent finite element values are presented. The tests that 
were carried out on the prototype machine were also performed on the F E  
models by using the combined external circuit and F E  method as described in 
the following section.
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6.7.1 Finite element model connected to an external 
circuit
T h e  m ach in e is com p lex  and th e  flux d istr ib u tion  in it is d ifficult to  ca lcu la te  
ex cep t by  a fu ll 3D  fin ite  elem en t m od el. To fa c ilita te  th is  th e  rotor and sta tor  
w ere m esh ed  sep arately  and jo in ed  togeth er by a slid in g  Lagrange in terface  
p laced  in  th e  m id d le  o f th e  air gap as it has b een  d escribed  in  th e  previous  
chapters.
T h e  currents in  th e  lam in ated  iron regions w ere ignored and th e  regions were  
con sidered  to  b e isotrop ic. T h e field  so lu tion  for a  know n current is th en  a  m ag- 
n eto s ta t ic  p rob lem . H owever for a sim u la tion  invo lv in g  an ex tern a l ex c ita tio n  
circu it and load , th e  currents are unknown; and ad d ition al co m p lex ity  in  th is  
case is th e  in d u ced  vo ltage due to  th e  m o tio n  o f th e  rotor. T h e easiest so lu tion  
to  th is  sort o f p rob lem s to  so lve th e  circuit eq u ations as a single sy stem  [40].
(6 .8)
T h e  unknow n vector x com prises th e  m a g n etic  scalar unknow ns o f th e  field  
m o d el, th e  Lagrange m ultip liers th a t enforce th e  slid ing  interface and th e  circu it 
vo lta g es. T h e forcing fu n ction  f represents th e  specified  v o ltages in  th e  circu it. 
T h e stiffness and dam ping m atrices, [K] and [C] in c lu d e b oth  th e  field  m o d el 
and a n odal circu it m od el. T h e m o tio n a l effects are m od elled  by  th e  Lagrange  
m u ltip lier  term s in  th e  stiffness m atrix . T h ese term s are ca lcu la ted  at each
m x + [ % = f
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t im e  step . B ecau se  o f th e  stiff nature o f th e  e lec trom agn etic  sy stem  an im p lic it  
backw ard difference sch em e was used  to  im p lem en t th e  tim e  step p in g  o f th ese  
eq u ation s. T h e fin ite  e lem en t m eth o d  used  th e  sy stem  exp la in ed  earlier w here  
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F igure 6.23: F E  M odel con n ected  to  an ex tern a l circuit
6.7.2 Determination of equivalent circuit parameters
T w o b asic  sets  o f  ch aracteristic  curves for a synchronous m ach in e are invo lved  
in  th e  d eterm in a tio n  o f th e  appropriate m ach in e con stan ts. T h e first o f  th ese  
are ex p er im en ta l, taken  from  th e  m ach in e, and th e  second  are o b ta in ed  from  
F E M .
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6 .7 .3  A ir-gap  m agn etic  flux
T he flux in th e air-gap was m easured using a search coil w hich is inserted  on  
th e stator side. T he search coil has an area equal to:
Asearch =  n  D  searchL  search =  7r x 179.8 x 10 3 x 50 x 10 3 =  0.0088 m1 - 3
From th is search coil, a flux waveform  was recorded and it is shown together  
w ith th e FE M  calcu lated  value on Fig. 6.24, th e results are also separately  
shown on F ig. 6.25 and Fig. 6.26, for clarity.
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Figure 6.24: Air-gap flux density  experim entally  and FEM




Figure 6.25: E xperim ental Air-gap flux density
term  by using F E M (th e levels here have th e sam e m eaning as exp la ined  in  
chapter 4 ), thus th e air gap flux can be shown ind iv idually  from FEM  at each  
level and it w ill be noticed  that th e flux has th e half cycle  shape for th e first 
rotor end, w h ilst at th e other end th e flux has th e shape of th e  n egative  half 
cycle. H ence w hen th ey  are added together, th e to ta l w aveform  has th e shape  
of a com plete cycle  as shown in Fig. 6.24.
In order to  prevent repetition  of presenting all fluxes in all th e levels on ly  one  
shape o f flux from  each side w ill be seen, for exam ple, from level 4 through to  
level 6 th e shape of th e flux is th e sam e, as it is th e case from  level 9 through  
to  level 11, however all flux levels have different values.





Figure 6.26: FEM  Air-gap flux density  
6 .7 .4  O p en circu it te s t
T he open circuit characteristic is determ ined  experim entally  by driving th e  
m achine m echanically  at synchronous speed w ith  its arm ature term inal on open  
circuit and by reading th e  term inal voltage corresponding to  a series of values 
of field current. In Fig. 6.29 th e results are shown com pared w ith  F E M , th e  
am ount of th e residual flux in th e p rototype m achine has been  assum ed to  be  
th e sam e in th e 3D FE M . T he term inal voltages are shown in F ig. 6.30 at a 
field current of 4.5 amperes , and in tab le (6 .2) th e harm onic content o f both  





Figure 6.27: Air-gap flux level 4
6.7 .5  Short c ircu it te s t
In th e short circuit te st, th e  term inals of th e synchronous m achine w hich is be­
ing driven at synchronous speed (3000 rpm) are short circuited  through su itab le  
am m eters and th e field current is gradually increased until th e  arm ature cur­
rent has reached its  full load value. T he data can be p lo tted  against th e field  
current. T his relation  is known as th e short circuit characteristic and is shown  
in  F ig. 6.31
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Figure 6.28: Air-gap flux level 11
6.7 .6  T h e sa tu rated  and u n satu rated  synchronous re­
a ctan ces
Corresponding to  unsaturated  operating conditions w ith in  th e m achine, th is  
reactance can be found from th e open and short circuit data.
=  J t  ( 6 ' 9 )
w here Eoc is th e Line to  Line open circuit vo ltage taken from th e air gap  
line in F ig. 6.29 for a given  exc ita tion  field current If and Isc is th e  short 
circuit arm ature current obtained at th e sam e field ex c ita tio n  in F ig. 6.31. 
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Figure 6.29: O pen circuit characteristic
In th e sam e way, th e  saturated  reactance also has been  calcu lated  from  th e open  
and short circuit d ata  and using th e above equation  but Eoc in th is case is the  
Line to  Line open circuit voltage taken from  th e open circuit line in F ig. 6.29  
for a g iven  ex c ita tio n  field current If and Isc is th e short circuit arm ature  
current ob ta ined  at th e sam e field exc ita tion  in Fig. 6.31. T his reactance is 
4 5 .2 fi exp erim en ta lly  and 37 .4 fl calcu lated  from  FEM .
6 .7 .7  S lip  te s t
A slip te st has been  perform ed to  determ ine Xj, and X q. In th is test three phase  
voltages were applied at a speed slightly  below  synchronous speed w ith ou t field  




 Terminal voltage FEM.




Figure 6.30: Term inal voltages at I f  =  4 .5 amperes
arm ature current. T he d irect-axis and quadrature-axis reactance are found as 
follows:
X i  =  and (6 .10)
*mi n * m a x
T he exp erim en tal Xd and X q are 7 7 .6 0  and 7 2 .5 0 , w hile th e ca lcu lated  values 
from  F E  are 6 6 .2 0  and 5 7 .6 0  respectively.
6.7 .8  Load te s t
In th is test th e 3 phase arm ature w indings are connected  to  a load and the  










Figure 6.31: Short circuit characteristic
and m easured load voltages for various values o f arm ature current at 
and resistive loads. T he waveform s of load voltage and current (at 







F igure 6.32: Load test, (a )E xp erim en ta l resistive load, (b )F E M  resistive load, 
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Figure 6.34: Load Current Waveform
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6.8 Loss m easurem ent and Output Charac­
teristic
Conventional copper and iron losses, can be obtained from the open and short 
circuit tests. If the mechanical power required to drive the synchronous ma­
chine during the open circuit test is measured, the no-load rotational losses can 
be obtained. These losses comprise friction, windage and core loss correspond­
ing to the flux in the machine at no-load. The friction and windage losses at 
synchronous speed are constant, while the open circuit core loss is a function of 
the flux, which in turn is proportional to the open circuit voltage. The mechan­
ical power required to drive the machine at synchronous speed and unexcited is 
its friction and windage loss. When the field is excited, the mechanical power 
equals the sum of the friction, windage, and open circuit core loss. The open 
circuit core loss therefore can be found from the difference between these two 
values of mechanical power. Appendix [C] explains the measurement of the 
friction loss which was found equal to 11.3 watts. A curve of open circuit core 
loss as a function of open circuit voltage is shown in Fig. 6.35, also plotted on 
this figure are the FEM results obtained as explained in chapter 5, section5.4.
In addition to the conventional losses there are other losses generally termed 
the stray losses. The magnitude of stray losses can be found from a short circuit 
test if the D.C  resistance loss plus the friction and windage loss are subtracted 
from the mechanical input power on short circuit, then the difference is the loss 
due to skin effect and eddy currents in the armature conductors plus the local
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core losses caused by the armature leakage flux, i.e the stray loss. This stray 
load loss is commonly considered to have the same value under normal load 
conditions as on short circuit. It is a function of the armature current as shown 
in Fig. 6.36. The formulation used in the FEM calculations is magnetostatic 
and therefore this loss was not calculated.
Fig. 6.37 compares measured and FEM calculated efficiencies. The experimen­
tal result was obtained by adding the measured stray, field resistance, armature 
resistance and core losses to the output power to find the input power. The 
FEM input power was obtained by adding the calculated field resistance, ar­
mature resistance and core losses to the calculated output power (i.e ignoring 











Figure 6.36: Machine stray loss
6.9 C om parison o f th e phasor diagram  m eth od
w ith  FE M  and m easured resu lts
The load performance of the machine can be calculated using the FEM calcu­
lated results for X d  and X q (please see section 6.7.7) use is made of the phasor 
diagram shown in Fig. 6.38(a) and expanded in Fig. 6.38(b). From this diagram 
it can be deduced that:







Figure 6.37: Output efficiency characteristic
E af  = |  E aff  | +  | Id(Xd — X q) \  (6.12)
Where Id = I  sin and xp =  S + 0.
The calculated values from FEM for X d  and X q are 66.2f2 and 5T.6ST respec­
tively. These values have been used in the above equations (please see the 
following chapter section (7.5) for more details of calculation of machine load 
performance using the two-axis reactance theory) to predict the load perfor­
mance for both resistive and inductive load at 0.8 lagging power factor. The 
characteristics are shown in Fig. 6.39, it will be observed that a reasonable fit 
to experimental values is obtained by this technique.
I l l
6.10 D iscussion
The results presented in this chapter have been obtained from both FEM re­
sults and from experimental tests. These results included machine parameters, 
machine load performance and the efficiency of the machine. These results 
show the calculated e m f  from FEM on open circuit to be about 3.5% more 
than that of the experimental, the unsaturated reactance results from FEM 
are about 12% less than the experimental values whilst the saturated values of 
the latter are about 17% more than the calculated. The Xd and X q reactances 
from the experimental test were about 12% more than those from FEM and 
the predicted machine efficiency from FEM is about 3% more than that from 
experimental.
This agreement validates the full FE model and it can clearly be used for design 
purposes. In addition the quicker method using the parameters from the FE 
calculation in the phasor diagram also gives a reasonable fit to the experimental 
results and can be used to give an indication of the machine performance. This 
is not as good as the full FE solution but nevertheless is sufficient for initial 
design purposes.
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a) Phasor diagram of terminal voltage and impedance drops
b) Phasor diagram as a basis for determining 6










Figure 6.39: M achine load perform ance, (a)E xp erim en tal resistive load,
(b )F E M  resistive load, (c)E xperim en tal ind u ctive load, (d )F E M  in d u ctive  load, 
(e) C alcu lated  resistive load using phasor diagram  w ith  FE M  calcu lated  param ­




A nalytical design approach
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the principle of operation and governing equations of a three 
phase synchronous generator are given. Conventional methods are used to 
calculate the open circuit voltage, air gap flux density and the synchronous 
reactance by assuming the homopolar machine is a cylindrical rotor machine 
when both rotor ends are brought together. FEM results are also employed 
here and only the fundamental components are considered.
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7.2 Induced armature voltage
In order to relate the phase of flux linkage to the voltage that results from its 
time variation, it is necessary to establish conventions regarding the sign of the 
induced voltage in the generator. Therefore, consider the magnetic circuit and 
resistance ra in series with an independent voltage source es and load voltage 
Van, according to Kirchhoff’s voltage law,
Cg — T P^a Van (^’^)
Where the flux linkage Aa may be produced by ia alone or in combination 
with currents in other circuit coupled inductively with the magnetic circuit. 
The time derivative p \ a may result from single or combined time variations of 
current, magnetic permeance and inductive coupling. When the source es is 
removed, the magnetic circuit and the resistance ra can represent one phase of 
synchronous generator which reduce equation (7.1) to :
Van ~  Taia pAa
However, Aa results from both the m m f  of the armature current and that of 
the field current.
If we take the fundamental component of the calculated flux density from the 
F E  which is shown in Fig. 7.1(a), this flux density at 0 which shows an armature
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coil of N Coii turns and of pitch P  linking a sinusoidally distributed magnetic 
flux(the flux in the air-gap is not a sinusoidall, but the flux linking the armature 
coil sides from both ends is a sinusoidally distributed), and expressed by :
Be = B ampsm0  (7.3)
Where B amp is the amplitude of the flux density space wave and assumed 
constant.
The flux in the strip subtended by dO is :
d<j)cou =  B ed A  (7.4)
When dA =  | LDdQm, in which L is the axial length of the stator iron and D  the 
diameter of the inner surface of the armature iron as indicated in Fig. 7.1(b).
The flux is assumed to be confined to the axial length L , and 0m =  equation 
(7.4) can rewritten as:
d(j>coil — p  Bamp SlU^ O'jdQ
The flux that links the coil is :
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LD rot+Pn
*ficoil — p B amp I sin{Q^ dQ
i  Jot
- ^ - B amp[cos(a) -  cos (a  +  P it)]
2LD . 7T . 7T
—— Bamp s in (P -)  sm(a +  P - )
which results in the flux linkage
\ tv r i 2LD ( y 7T \ / ' | ^  \^coii — N Coii(pcoil — ^  N CoiiBamp sin(P ~) sin(o; -j- P  —)
=  Acoi/M  sin(a +  P ^ )  (7.5)
Where
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\ 71 JF , . 7T v
Acof/Az =  — p - N C0u B amp s m { P —) (7.6)
If the generator is driven at a constant angular velocity lo in electrical measure 
and in the direction indicated in Fig. 7.1(a).
a. — —tot
and the flux linkage is then expressed as a function of time by
Koii -  -XcoiiMsm(cot -  P 7^)  (7.7)
which induces a coil voltage of
7r
ecou =  —p^coii =  uXcoilM cos (cot -  P - )  (7.8)
Equation (7.7) expresses the maximum flux linkage, it could then link the
entire flux per pole </> at the armature surface of the air-gap. It follows that
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cf) =  ^jP-Barnp, and the induced voltage is:
7r
ecou = u N C0nKp<j) cos(ujt -  P —) (7.9)
Where K p = s in (P |)  (pitch factor). K p =  0.97, since P  =  5/6. The winding 
distribution factor Kd = 0.957, (for more information please see appendix [D]).
since uj = 2ir / ,  the r.m.s value of the coil voltage is
Em  = 2lrN^ 4’ =  i A i f  Ncoi,Kv<f> (7.10)
Substituting the dimensions of experimental homopolar machine yields, E cou =  
15.35 volts where EphaSe = 61.4 rms volts , this compares with the experimental 
and M E G A  calculations which are 54 and 58 respectively.
The flux linkage leads the resulting voltage induced in a generator coil by 90° in 
time phase as shown by a comparison of equation (7.7) and (7.9) and illustrated 









Figure 7.1: N-turn armature coil in a sinusoidally distributed magnetic field
7.3 A rm ature M.M.F:
The armature current in a synchronous machine produces an m m f  which is 
stationary with respect to the m m f  of the field winding under steady balanced 
conditions. The phase angle between the current and the voltage of the arma­
ture fixes the position of the armature m m f  with respect to the poles. For 
example if the phase angle Oi between the armature current and the voltage in­
duced in the armature is zero, as indicated by the phasor diagram in Fig. 7.3(b), 
the armature m m f  is in the q — axis, as illustrated in Fig. 7.3(a).
The d — axis is shown passing through the field poles Np and Sf • If the voltage 
in phase a is generated by the field flux is expressed by:
eaf  =  y / 2E af  s m ( w t )
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-K-emf in CR2 *(17.2) 
--Flux in CR2 * (0.0016)
1W 4 MTin) ZM
Rotor displacement (mechanical degree)
Figure 7.2: F E  Flux linkage and induced e ra / in coil CR2 phase R
Then, the current in phase a is , for 0,- =  0
sin (ut)
At u)t = J , the instantaneous voltage and current in phase a are both a positive 
maximum, while those in 6 and c phases are negative and one-half of their 
maximum values. The armature m m f  then produces an m m f  along the path 
indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 7.3(a) with the armature poles indicated 
by N a and Sa - This m m f  pattern rotates at synchronous speed in the same 
direction as the rotor and is therefore stationary relative to the field poles and 
in its reaction upon the field poles, producing torque opposite to the direction of
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rotation. When the direction of the armature m m f  is along the q — axis (since 
the current and voltage are in phase), it has no magnetizing or demagnetizing 
effect upon the field. This can be noticed in Fig. 7.4 from the FEM analysis 
where the armature currents case described above were employed. It is assumed 
that both rotor ends (left and right in Fig. 7.4) are considered together to 
represents the case of a uniform air-gap.
In the condition when ujt has increased from f  to ^  (i.e by an angle of |  
rad.), the negative value of ic is maximum while at the same instant ia and if, 
are at one-half the positive maximum values, practically and under operating 
conditions the current lags the induced voltage by 0; =  |  Fig. 7.3(d). The 
armature m m f  now lags the d — axis by |  rad and has components in both 
the direct and quadrature axis and is exerting a demagnetizing effect on the 
field. This also has been simulated in the FEM and shown in Fig. 7.5, for the 
same assumption that both rotor ends (left and right in Fig. 7.5) have been 
considered together to represent the case of a uniform air-gap.
By the same token, when the armature current leads the generated voltage it 
strengthens the field.
7.4 U nsaturated Inductance:
The effect of slots in the stator on the reluctance of the air-gap may be taken 
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Figure 7.3: (a)C urrent in phase w ith  generated  voltage, (b )F lu x  path  due  
arm ature m m f , (c) and (d) A rm ature flux path  and currents lagging 60°
g betw een  stator to  an effective length  ge. G enerally th e ratio ^  for sm all 
m achine in w hich g ranges from 0.025cm  to  0 .076cm , usually  betw een  1.1 and  
1.25 (C arter’s coefficient).
7.4.1 In d u ctan ce o f  th e  field:
If we assum e H  is norm al to th e iron surface (and curvature o f th e air-gap is 
n eg lected ), th e am p litud e o f H  due to  th e m m f  field is:
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Figure 7.4: A rm ature field in FE M , th e case above in F ig .7 .3(a) 
(A ssu m in g th at th e iron is infin itely  perm eable).
T he am p litud e of th e  fundam ental in th e  field m m f  is:
4 Nfi  f
MMFjieid =  — x  ——— am pere, tu rn s/p o le  (7-12)7r r
W here Nf  is th e num ber o f turns in series in th e field w inding and if  is the  
field current.
T he am p litud e o f th e B  wave due to  if  is:
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Figure 7.5: A rm ature field in FE M , th e case above in F ig .7 .3(d)
^ a m p . ( f i e l d )  —  amp.  ( f ield)  p  ( ^ * ^ )7T r  ge
T his peak air gap flux d ensity  has been calcu lated  and found to  be equal to  
0.38 Tesla.  H owever th is takes no account of th e m m f  drop in th e iron w hen  
th is is included  (p lease see appendix[D] for m ore d eta ils), th e result was 0.308  
Tesla.  T he exp erim en tal air-gap flux density  was m easured using a search coil 
and was found equal to  0.32 Tesla.




<f>jieid =  amp. ( f i e ld)  x  area/pole  w eber
area per p o le  is 7rDgL / P  w here L is th e  effective ax ia l len g th  and Dg is th e  
m ean  d iam eter  at th e  air-gap, then:




T h e field  flux linkage of:
(7.14)
%u0DaLN'fif
A H M  =  N f f a i d i  =  \ p 2  (7-15)
If th e  field  leakage flux is not tak en  in to  account, th en  th e  se lf-in d u ctan ce o f  
th e  field  w in d in g  is expressed  by:
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  Afield.   8fi0DgL .Nf .  2
i f  Trge X P
(7.16)
7.4.2 Inductance due to the armature reaction:
The armature flux (j)arm. due to the armature M M F arm. can be determined on 




Where A  is the amplitude of the fundamental in the armature m m f




=  — —  ( 7-17)
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This flux in rotating at synchronous speed induces a voltage in each armature 
phase expressed by:
=  4-44/JV^  (7.18)
Where a is armature circuit in group of phase may be connected in series, in 
parallel or in series-parallel.
Substitution of equation 7.17 in equation 7.18 yields:
E arm. = (7.19)
Qe, Pa
Then the reactance due to the armature reaction is defined by:
X  j  E arm.   Sfi0m D g L   ^Nph ^  2q^
I  QP Pa
it follows that the magnetizing inductance is
where for a three phase winding, m = 3
Lad =  —~ x  10 6 Henry/phase (7.21)
9 e  L a
7.4.3 Machine synchronous reactance:
The fundamental component fluxes (j)fieid and 0arm. produce flux linkages with 
the armature which induce corresponding components of armature voltage.The 
flux linkage with the armature winding due to the field current is:
XaJ = (7.22)a
and that due to the balanced armature current is:
Aa =  —  farm. (7-23)a
The resultant of the field and the armature m m f  s produce the net air-gap flux:
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4*res. — 4*field T 4* arm. (7.24)
which results in the net armature flux linkage
Aa g  ~  Aa f  + Aa (7.25)
all quantities in the equations above are phasors, and generates the correspond­
ing components of armature voltage:
E ag — E aj  -f E a (7.26)
The equivalent leakage flux 4>i and the flux 4) a r m .  of armature reaction are both 
in phase with the current. This magnetizing inductance and leakage inductance 
may therefore be added to yield the synchronous inductance:
Ls =  Lad +  Li Henry/phase (7.27)
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with the corresponding synchronous reactance
X s = X ad + X i  fi/phase (7.28)
X ad was calculated from equation(7.20) and equal to 38.7fh Xi  can be calcu­
lated using the equation below [41]:
X/ =  X u +  X u  (7.29)
Where Xis and Xie are both slot and end winding components.
X„  =  4 * i t J T t N cWd.  (7.30)
X[e = l ^ f ( T cN cK wf D mW - —  (7.31)
2 9q
Substituting in the above equations yield Xis =  1.15 x 10-2 , and Xie = 36.724, 
both in ohm. Therefore Xi = 36.7355 0. The total unsaturated armature
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reactance is 74.7Q
The air-gap voltage E ag can be written as:
E ag = V  +  (ra jX { ) I  (7.32)
and the open circuit voltage E aj  as:
E af  =  V  +  (ra +  j X s)I  (7.33)
In performing the above work it was assumed that considering the effects of the 
two ends of the machine simultaneously would result in an effective cylindrical 
structure which could be described by the simple machine equivalent circuit 
which is implied by the equation above. However the slip test performed on 
the machine showed that a minor effective saliency is present. Therefore more 
accurate results should be obtained from a two-axis treatment.
7.5 M achine two-axis phasor diagram
From the phasor diagram of Fig. 6.38(This phasor diagram has been already 
used to recalculate the load performance in the previous chapter in section 6.9
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when Xd and X q were calculated from FEM and used in the two-axis phasor 
diagram), the open circuit voltage E j  can be found from the equation below:
I Eaf | =  | Eajf | +  | h{Xd ~  X q) (7.34)
E aj j  = V  + j I X q (7.35)
Where Id = I  sin \P, and =  S +  9.
The direct and quadrature-axis components of the air-gap reactance, Xdm and 
X qm, respectively, combine with the leakage reactance Xi  in the usual way to 
provide the total synchronous reactance components of the machine Xd and 
X q [41], i.e :
Xd — Xdm +  Xi (7.36)
X q — X qm -f X; (7.37)
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Substituting in the above equations yield Xdm — 35.30, and X qm — 26.50. 
Therefore the values for Xd and X q are 720 and 63.20 respectively.
These reactances can be used in the two axis-phasor diagram equations to 
calculate the machine load performance for the resistive and inductive cases.
- Resistive load: The initial terminal voltage can be taken from the experimental 
resistive load test results say V  = 109.2 volts, and the load current is I  — 1.24 
ampere. Then calculate Eaf f  as:
E ajj  = 109.2 +  j(1.24)(63.2) =  109 +  j7SA = 134.4Z35.70 (volts)
Then to calculate the value of Id as:
I d  =  I  sin\f =  1.74 x 0.58 =  0.72 (amperes)
Where if =  0 +  6, and since a resistive load case, 0 =  0.
Therefore the open circuit voltage E aj  can be calculated as:
| E f  |= | 134.4 | +  | 0.72 x 8.8 |=  138.3 (volts) (7.40)
Where | Xd — X q \= 8.8 ft
As the machine experimental open circuit voltage is 155.6 volts, therefore the 
terminal voltage would be =  Iff^f x 109.2 =  67.2 volts (we assume a linear 
relation). However many values for the terminal voltages can be calculated to 
obtain the resistive load curve.
-Inductive load: The terminal voltages for the inductive load also can be cal­
culated in the same way described above, but the load current I  at 0.8 p . f  
lagging (0 =  36.6).
Fig. 7.6 shows the machine load performance for both, when Xd and X q were 
calculated from FEM and from the simple machine theory. It will be observed 
a good agreement has been achieved between them.
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In Fig. 7.7 the experimental machine load performance is shown in comparison 
with the calculated load performance from the two-axis phasor diagram (Xd 
and X q were calculated from the simple machine theory). Fig. 7.8 is the ex­
perimental machine load performance in comparison with the calculated load 
performance from the two-axis phasor diagram (Xd and X q were calculated 
from the FEM). In general the results from the FEM is closer to the experi­
mental, than the results in Fig. 7.7 obtained from calculations.
7.6 Conclusions
The calculated open circuit voltage, air-gap flux density and the synchronous 
reactance components Xd and X q are shown in the table below compared with 
those from experimental measurements and from the results obtained from 
FEM.
P a ra m e te rs C alcu la ted  from M easu red F E M
sim ple th e o ry
E aj 61.4 54.9 56.4
B g 0.308 0.32 0.34
Yy*-un 74.7 58 51
X s 45.2 37.4
Xd 72 77.6 66.2
X q 63.2 72.5 57.6
Table 7.1: Calculated parameters compared with measurement and FEM
It can be seen from above a close agreement has been achieved for the param­










Figure 7.6: Machine load performance, (a)Resistive load Xd and X q calcu­
lated from simple machine theory, (b)Resistive load Xd and X q calculated from 
FEM, (c)Inductive load Xd and X q calculated from simple machine theory, 








Figure 7.7: Machine load performance, (a)Experimental resistive load,
(b)Resistive load Xd and X q calculated from simple machine theory,











Figure 7.8: Machine load performance, (a)Experimental resistive load,
(b)Resistive load Xd and X q calculated from FEM, (c)Experimental inductive 
load, (d)Inductive load Xd and X q calculated from FEM
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C hapter 8
Im proved M achine design
8.1 Introduction
The experimental machine design was not optimized. However the current 
design dimensions which have been obtained from FEM results were used to 
construct the prototype machine. These parameters related to the machine 
magnetic circuit dimensions and can be improved to achieve better design. For 
example it has been shown in the previous chapter that the machine magnetic 
circuit is saturated, the reactance is high and the output power is low. This 
chapter seeks to redesign the machine so that some of these disadvantages are 
suppressed.
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8.2 M achine improved design m agnetic 
circuit
In order to reduce the reactance of the machine the air-gap must be increased 
as an example Fig. 8.1, shows a machine within 3 times the air-gap of the 
original design to produce the same induce voltage on open circuit (155 volts), 
in this design the field coil m m f  must also be increased 3 times i.e to (3 x 562.5 
ampere — turn).  If the same coil design is used the field circuit losses will be 
increased 9 times i.e (729) watts , this is a high value but can be reduced by 
employing a field coil with greater cross section. If the sectional dimensions 
are 25 x 22 cm2, then the field loss is 208 watts  compared with 81 watts  from 
the original design.
8.3 M achine saturation
There are different levels of saturation in this machine. The saturation is 
highest in the middle of the machine. In particular the rotor centre shows the 
highest level of saturation where the laminations are circular.
This saturation can be avoided if the rotor shaft is made from a magnetic 
material such as mild steal (please see appendix [A] for details) instead of the 
non-magnetic material which is used in the original design[42]. This reduces 
the saturation by 54% in the 3D FEM. The non-magnetic shaft was adopted in
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the original design to help to prevent bearing fluxes and high external fields. A 
comparison between the flux conditions with and without a magnet shaft are 
shown in Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3, respectively. In Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5, the flux 
distribution with and without magnetic shaft are compared. It is clear the flux 
has made a path through the axial shaft and produces high external fields in 
magnetic shaft case (Fig. 8.2).
8.4 R otor lam inated poles
The rotor was laminated in the original design. However it could have been 
solid since the flux in the rotor does not alternate as was explained in chapter 
3. The rotor carries a constant flux within an induced a north pole on one end 
and a south pole on the other end of the rotor.
The only alternating flux in the rotor is due to the stator slotting. The flux 
in the tooth area is illustrated in Fig. 8.6, it will be observed that as the rotor 
moves a point near the surface experiences flux changes. These changes cause 
local iron losses which are one component of the stray losses. In solid pole rotors 
used for high speed machines the stray loss will always remain a disadvantage 
which can not be avoided [43].
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8.5 M achine output power
It has been shown in section 5.4 chapter 5, that the iron losses may be found 
from the FEM calculations and hence the method is used to calculate the iron 
losses in the improved design. This was found to be 47.1 watts  as detailed in 
appendix [F].
The copper loss in the stator is equal to 3 x 1% X R arm. and R arm. is the armature 
phase resistance and is equal to x 1-55 =  1.680. Since the length of the 
winding in this improved design is increased. The resistance was scaled from 
the original using the ratio of the two mean turn lengths.
The efficiency is shown in Fig. 8.7 against output power for resistive load in 
comparison with the efficiency of the old design. It will be observed that the 
efficiency has been increased from about 55% in the old design at full load to 
about 75% in the improved design. Therefore the machine efficiency has been 
improved by more than 26%.
8.6 A comparison w ith  a conventional ma­
chine
A conventional cylindrical machine has been modelled to compare with the 
improved design. The general 3D view of this machine is shown in Fig. 8.8, it 
has an axial stack length is half of the length of the improved design. This has
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the same peak air-gap flux when the same m m f  (562.5 ampere —turn)  is used. 
Hence the flux linkage, taking both ends of the machine into account, is the 
same for the homopolar and cylindrical versions. A comparison between the 
induced e ra / in the stator coil of the two machines is shown in Fig. 8.9, this 
indicates that approximately the same e ra / is induced at the same field m m f .  
The weight of both improved and conventional machines have been calculated 
in the same way as in chapter 5 for comparison purposes.
In the Improved design machine the weight in the stator is 22.5kg (this total 
weight is the sum of the stator core weights 15kg and the longitudinal block 
weights 7.45%). The rotor weight is 4kg. Thus the total weight is 26.5%. In 
the conventional machine the weight of the stator is about 8%  and the weight of 
the rotor is 3.3kg. The total weight of the conventional machine is thus 11.3%. 
The conventional machine is only 42% of the weight of the improved machine. 
This disadvantage is however offset by the advantage of a passive rotor which 
can rotate at high speeds coupled within inexpensive voltage output regulation 












All dimensions are in mm








































Figure 8.3: Saturation level without magnetic shaft
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IFigure 8.4: Vector flux with magnetic shaft
Figure 8.5: Vector flux without magnetic shaft
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Figure 8.6: Rotor flux due to slotting
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Figure 8.7: Efficiency of the Improved design in comparison with the efficiency 
of old design
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The analysis design, and the construction of an A.C  side excited homopolar 
synchronous machine has been presented. This has involved the utilization of 
both 2D and 3D  finite element methods to calculate the machine parameters 
and performance. A simple synchronous machine theory has also been em­
ployed for calculation purposes. All the calculations were validation by results 
from a prototype.
The principle of operation of the homopolar and heteropolar machines was 
explained. It was shown that the flux crosses the air-gap in both directions in 
the case of the heteropolar machine, conversely in the homopolar case the flux 
has the same direction at all points round the periphery.
The machines were modelled by using FEM methods. A 2D F E  was first used
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in the early stage of the design to predict the flux pattern in the homopolar and 
heteropolar machines. However a full 3D FEM was considered later for both 
machines. 3D  finite element modelling was used to predict the complex field 
path in the machines, also to calculate the coil, phase flux linkages, and the 
induced phase era /. A modified rotor profile was also studied, this improved 
the e ra / waveform.
The theoretical results obtained from the 3D F E  analysis in the homopolar 
and heteropolar were used for comparison purposes. It was concluded that for 
equal induced e m f  and armature current the loss in the heteropolar machine 
is 10% greater than the loss in the homopolar machine. Also the mass of the 
heteropolar is about 19% greater than the homopolar machine. Therefore the 
homopolar machine has been selected to be constructed as a prototype machine.
The construction of this homopolar machine was considered with care. Due 
account was taken of the nature of the magnetic field traversing each part of 
the machine in order to decide which sections should be laminated.
The test results from measurements on the prototype were verified with those 
from calculations in 3D FEM. The tests included open circuit test, short circuit 
test, slip test and so on. The test conditions were implemented in a 3D finite 
element model using FEM external circuit techniques. The results from this 
technique compared well with the results from the prototype.
The calculated parameters from FEM were used in a two-axis phasor diagram. 
Here the FEM, short circuit and slip tests were used within the FEM calcu­
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lated open circuit voltage to obtain the two-axis synchronous reactances. The 
calculated load performance using these two-axis synchronous reactances also 
compared well with the experimental load performance.
The analytical machine approach was based on a simple magnetic circuit anal­
ysis. The calculated machine parameters were also compared with those both 
calculated from FEM and measured on the prototype machine. Excellent agree­
ment was obtained.
Excellent agreement was also obtained between the FEM calculated and ex­
perimental load performance. The method using the two-axis phasor diagram 
with both calculated Xd and X q from FEM and from the simple magnetic cir­
cuit analysis gave answers which whilst not as close as FEM are sufficiently 
accurate for many design purposes. The best design process therefore is to 
use the simple magnetic circuit theory in the initial design study to find the 
required machine dimensions, then to refine the calculated performance using 
the two-axis theory.
It has been observed that the machine has a high reactance value and the 
saturation level can not be ignored.
Improved machine design was investigated to reduce the machine reactance and 
saturation level, also by using 3D FEM. The improvement obtained increased 
the efficiency of the machine to 82% and the saturation conditions improved by 
54%. This allowed comparison with a conventional machine to be made. This 
showed as might be expected of a homopolar machine that the machine mass
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is about twice that of a conventional arrangement. However the conventional 
machine with a wound rotor can not be used for high speed working.
In these circumstances the comparison is between an unregulated permanent 
magnet construction with an expensive full power electronic regulator and a 
heavier machine with a passive rotor which can be regulated by adjusting the 
current in a simple stationary winding. Clearly there are niche markets where 
the homopolar machine can be used.
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A ppendix A
Stator and rotor BH -curves
In this appendix Fig. A .l, and Fig. A.2, are the characteristic material B H  — 
curve of the rotor and stator respectively.
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Magnetic field strength (AT/M)
Figure A .l:  Rotor BH -curve
x lO
Magnetic’ field strength (AT/M)'
Figure A.2: Stator BH-curve
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A ppendix B
R otor dynam ic balance
B .l  Introduction
The rotor has to be dynamically balanced since the shaft carries rotating masses 
not in the same plane, it may be in static balance but due to inertia forces when 
rotating may be subject to an unbalanced couple. Whether the masses are in 
the same plane or not, the inertia forces act radially outwards and may therefore 
balance, but since the lines of action of the inertia forces act in different planes, 
each force produces a different moment about any given plane of the shaft. Thus 
an unbalanced moment may arise [44]. For a shaft to be in complete dynamic 
balance there must be no unbalanced force or couple. This couple must be 
resisted by the reactions at the bearings. When the shaft rotates so does
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the direction of the unbalanced couple and bearings are therefore subject to 
rotating radial forces. This condition, if allowed to persist, sets up undesirable 
vibrations.
B .2 Calculation o f centre lam inations
In Fig. B .l, the shaded area A  represents the rotor lamination area, and b is 
the centre of lamination slice to the centre shaft, this has to be calculated in 
order to find out the inertia force as follows:
A =
x (r2) 7r r; (B.l)
w w  =  ( £ ) ( = ? ) - ( & ( ? )  ( a 2 )
From these above equations, A  = 4252.4 x 10 6, and (&)(>!) — 170.1368 x 10 6, 
where b =  0.04 metre.
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B .3 D ynam ic forces at bearings
The shaft shown in Fig. B.2(a), carries two masses in the same axial plane but 
diametrically opposite to one another. To calculate the dynamic loads on the 
bearings when the shaft rotates at 3000 rpm, each mass is almost 2 kg at 40 m m  
radius. In this Fig. B.2(b), also shows the end view when the masses are in the 
vertical plane; the shaft is evidently in static balance since mb values are equal 
and opposite(m is mass, and b is radius of mass). When rotating, therefore, 
the inertia forces are in balance. Nevertheless the two rotating masses exert a 
pure couple anti-clockwise due to the two equal inertia forces acting at distance 
d apart as shown in Fig. B.3.
Moment  o f  couple =  muj2b x d
This couple is in equilibrium with reactions at bearing A  and B , respectively, 
acting as shown in Fig. B.2(c), to produce a clockwise couple. For each rotating 
mass:
inertia force F\ =  F2 = m u 2b
moment o f  couple = F \ x d  = F2 x d  = 552.84 N.m
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To rem ove th ese  reactions from  th e bearings other m asses have to  be added on  
b oth  sides of rotor ends and as shown in Fig. B .4.
r=56.5785
r 1=22.225 All dimensions in mm

















Figure B.3: C ouple exertion
 T "    ~ — ' •  •---1__
Bolt
Rotor shaft
Rotor after balance 
Figure B.4: R otor shape after balance
Rotor sides Stainless steel
Stainless steel Rotor sides:
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A ppendix C
Input torque m easurem ent
C .l Power and torque in synchronous gener­
ator
Not all the mechanical power going into a synchronous generator becomes elec­
tric power out of the machine. The difference between output power and input 
power represents the losses of the machine. A power flow diagram for a syn­
chronous generator is shown in Fig. C.l.










Figure C.l: The power flow diagram
P in  —  T a p p ^ m (C.l)
While the power converted from mechanical to electrical form internally is given 
by:
P z o n v  —  T in d ^ m (0 .2)





Pconv — SEaIa COS & (C.3)
where S is the angle between Ea and I  a - The difference between the input 
power to the generator and the power converted in the generator represents the 
mechanical , core and stray losses of the machine. The real electrical output 
power can be expressed in line quantities as :
P o u t    V H V t I l  c o s  6  (C.4)
or in phase quantities as:
P o u t  =  S V ^ I a  c o s  0  (C.5)
The armature resistance R a is ignored since X s greater than R ai notice that in 
Fig. C.2, when stator resistance is ignored, therefore,
EAsm6
I  A  COS e  =  — - —  (C.6)
Ae
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The output power can then be written as :
P = 3 V^Ea sin 8 
X
(0.7)
and because Pconv = TindWm, the induced torque can be expressed as:
Tind =




Figure C.2: Simplified phasor diagram
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C.2 Torque measurem ent
Fig. C.3 shows the experimental set up to measure the input torque to the 
machine. When the machine is unexcited and runs at synchronous speed, the 
input power represents the friction and windage loss, and when the machine is 
excited the input power represents the total friction, windage and core loss.













Figure C.3: Torque measurement set-up
C.3 Load cell calibration
Three different weights have been used, these weights (in kg) are, 2.266, 4.532, 
and 8.547. The corresponding voltages (in volts) are, 0.7, 0.94, and 1.36 respec­
tively, and for no weight the voltmeter shows 0.48 volts. From the information 
available above, a calibration factor can be developed of 97.6 Newton/volts
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C.4 Loss calculation
At zero speed the voltmeter reading is 0.465 volts, and when the machine was 
driven at 3000 rpm the voltmeter reading is 0.45 volts. The difference between 
the voltmeter readings is 0.015 volts. The force is:
F  =  0.015 (volts) x 97.6 (Newton/volts) =  1.464 (Newton)
The applied torque is :
Tapp = F  x d = 1.464 x 0.25 =  0.366 (N.m)
where d was measured from center rotor shaft and load cell and equal to 0.25 
meter .
The input mechanical power is:
Pin = Tind x u m = 0.366 x 314.159 =  115 watts.
When the machine was excited, the loss was the sum of friction, windage and 
core loss and equal to 115 watts. When the machine was not excited the loss 
was friction and windage only and equal to 77 watts , hence the core loss was 
found equal to 38 watts. This is to compare with 31 watts which was calculated 
from F E M .
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A ppendix D
M achine m agnetic circuit
D .l  M achine parts cross sectional area
A section of the homopolar machine is shown in Fig. D.l. This was used to 
identify the magnetic circuit and hence to calculate the total m m f  required to 
produce the 0.5 tesla in the air gap. The BH-curves of the stator and rotor are 
shown in appendix[A]. In this calculation, a four different cross sectional areas 
have been considered, the stator cross sectional area A s, the longitudinal block 
path Ap, the rotor A r, and the air-gap Ag.
The magnetic flux density in each section is calculated by assuming a certain 
value in the air gap until the required total m m f  is found as follows:
1- The air-gap cross sectional area Ag = itD9L, where Dg is the mean diameter
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at the air-gap, and L is the effective axial length of the iron.
114.5 +  113.156 
Dg = -------   =  113.828
This would give A a =  0.036 m2.
2- Area of stator A s = irDsL, where Ds is the mean diameter at the stator.
n  203 +  114.5 1col7K Ds = ------   =  158.75 mm
This would give A s =  0.05 m2
3- Area of longitudinal path Ap =  irDpL, where Dp is the mean diameter at 
the path.
Dp = 203 ^  223 =  213 mm (D.l)
This would give Ap = 0.08 m2
4- Area of rotor A r = A ri +  A r 2 , where A ri is the area of the half laminations, 
and A r 2 is the area of the centre rotor (full circle lamination).
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A ri = where Dr\ is the mean diameter at rotor half laminations.
113.156 +  44.45 /T^ rtX
Dri = ---------   =  78.803 (D.2)
This would give A ri =  0.0124 m2
Now, A r 2 =  nDrtL,  where Dr2 is the mean diameter at rotor center full lami­
nation.
80 +  44 45Dt2 =  — —  =  62.225 mm (D.3)
This would give A r2 =  0.004 m 2, and then A r =0.0164 m 2.
If we, assume the magnetic flux in these areas is the same and neglect the 
leakage flux, then:
B SA S = B rAr = BPAP =  BgAg (D.4)
The above equation can rewritten as :
Br =  4.878 x Bp (D.5)
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Bp = 0.625 x Bs (D.6)
B a = 0.9 x B r (D.7)
Directly, we can find Br =  2.736 x Bg. It follows that 0.57 tesla in the air-gap 
would give 1.56 tesla in the rotor and from the rotor BH-curve this amount of 
flux density would be achieved when a magnetic field strength of 4687.5 A T /m  
has to be provided, therefore :
m m f t = Ht x l t = 4687.5 x 120 x 10"3 =  562.5 AT. (D.8)


















The magnetic circuit o f the machine
Section o f  the machine with all dimensions in mm.
Figure D.l: Machine magnetic circuit
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D .2 Slot area calculation
The area of slot can be divided into two halfs, each half has an area of a +  b-\- c, 
and each can be calculated individually as shown in Fig. D.2, hence:
Area a = ^ =  12 mm2 (D.9)
Area b — 4 x 12 =  48 m m 2 (D.10)
6 2tr
A r e a c =  =  28.274 m m 2 (D .ll)
4
Area =  a +  b +  c =  88.274 mm2, and total area is 176.548 m m 2.
D .3 Copper area
Wire diameter (used in stator winding) =  0.8 m m 2, number of wires per coil 
=  135, since 3 strand/conductor, therefore number of turns/coil =  45 turns
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Cross sectional area of wire =
0 .8 27T 2
—-— =  0.5 mm (D.12)
area of conductor =
3 x 0.5 =  1.5 mm2 (D.13)
Coil cross sectional area =  1.5 x 45 =  67.5 mm2, this is the net copper area 
in the slot, packing factor can then be found as follows :
packinq factor =  ^ =  0.4
F y J 176.548
Now, this value can be used to calculate the ampere.turns I s as it is shown in 
Fig. D.3 in the slot, using equation below[45]:
I s = J  x Pf  x (Sw — 2ti)[Sd -  (S h +  2U)\ (D.14)
When a current density J  is 5A /m m 2, then:
Is =  248.4 AT
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this would give a current of a peak value 5.52 ampers when number of turns 




All dimensions in mm.
Figure D.2: Slot area calculation
D .4 Effective air-gap






All dimensions in mm.
Figure D.3: Current density calculation
d e f f  =  g
5g +  1(1 ~  a) ts 
5g +  (1 -  a) ts -  (1 -  a)2ti
(D.15)
where g is the air gap length, t s is the slot pitch, a  =  h- and t t is the tooth 
width. Referring to Fig. D.4, gef j  = 1.32 m m
g
g=air-gap length=0.6715 cm s 1 i t
=tooth width=0.66cm 
ts=slot pitch= 1.81 cm
Figure D.4: Effective air-gap
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D .5  W inding factor
Since, it is a simple 3- phase F-connected synchronous machine. It has a single 
layer coil construction with 4- stator coils per phase distributed as shown in 
winding arrangement in Fig. D.5.
All phases
Phase R
Phase Y Phase B
Figure D.5: Winding arrangement in 3D F E M
Each coil consists of 45 turns, the windings have an electrical pitch of |  x 180°. 
The stator has 6 phase belts with 4 slots per belt, so it has 24 slots. The entire 
spans is 360°, the slot pith of this stator is a — ^  =  15°.
Since there are 24 slots and 2 poles on this stator, there are 12 slots per pole, 
but a coil pitch of 180° electrical degrees is |  x 180°/180° =  0.833, so that the 
pitch factor is :
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K„ =  s in ( p |)  =  sin(^ x | )  =  0.97
The winding distribution factor is :
K d = sin(^)nsin(f)
Where, n is the number of slots/phase/pole = 4, therefore K d = 0.957
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A ppendix  E
Steel m anufacturers curves
The specific weight loss can be calculated from these two curves in Fig. E .l 
and Fig. E.2 as shown below:
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Peak M agnetic Flux Density B tesla
0 5  1 0  15
Figure E.l: specific total loss





Magnetic Flux Density B tesla
F igure E.2: typ ica l curve
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A ppendix  F
Im proved design iron losses 
calculation
The total iron loss has been calculated in each part of the stator, in the teeth, 
back iron, and in the longitudinal blocks.
Using the technique given in chapter 5 section 5.4 for iron loss calculations 
from F E M .
The peak flux density in the teeth is 0.86 tesla , and from the curve in ap- 
pendix[E] the specific total loss is 1.8 w att/kg. The peak flux density in the 
back iron is 0.54 tesla and the corresponding specific total loss value is 0.82 
w att/ kg. The total specific losses in both teeth and back iron are 2.62 watt/kg. 
In the longitudinal blocks the peak flux density is 0.44 tesla , and the specific
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loss for this value is 0.74 watt/kg. The volume of the stator is 0.1974 x 10-2 
and the volume density is 7690 kg/m 3 and this gives total weight of 15.1 kg. 
Therefore the total loss in the teeth and back iron is 2.62 x 15.1 =  39.6 watts. 
The volume of the longitudinal blocks is 0.9690 x 10-3 . For the same volume 
density 7690 kg/m 3, the losses are 7.5 watts. Therefore the total iron loss in 
the stator is 39.6 +  7.5 =  47.1 watts.
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C a lcu la tio n  o f th e  p aram eters and load perform ance  
o f a hom opolar m achine.
Q.H . A l-A kayshee ,J .F .E a sth a m , P .J.Leonard  
School o f  E lectrical k  E lectronic E ngineering, B ath  U niversity, B ath . U .K .
Abstract—  A  h o m o p o la r  sy n ch ro n o u s  m a c h in e  h as  
b e e n  d e s ig n e d  w ith  e x c ita t io n  an d  a rm a tu re  w in d in g  
o n  th e  s ta to r  (s ta t io n a r y )  s id e  o f  th e  a ir -g a p . T h e  
p u r p o se  o f  th is  w ork  is  to  u se  3D  f in ite  e le m e n t  m o d ­
e ll in g  te c h n iq u e s  to  c a lc u la te  th e  sy n c h r o n o u s  reac­
ta n c e  c o m p o n e n ts  in  d — q a x is  a n d  se c o n d ly  to  m o d e l 
a ll th e  f ie ld s  o n  lo a d . T h e  c o m p u ta t io n a l w ork  is  va li­
d a te d  b y  th e  r e su lts  from  a p r o to ty p e  m a ch in e .
I . I n t r o d u c t i o n
A .C  side excited  synchronous m achines have both  ex­
c ita tion  and arm ature w in d in g  on the sta tion ary  m em ber  
(s ta to r ). T h e  rotors carry no w indings but th e  generated  
v o ltage  can be regu lated  by varying the sta tor-sid e exci­
ta tio n . S ince th e  rotors are passive and robust the m a­
chines have been used for h igh  speed ap p lica tion ]!]. T h ey  
have also  been suggested  for the use in a ltern ative energy  
sch em es[2], esp ecia lly  sm a ll hydro ap p lications where ad­
vantage can be taken  o f  their easy and com paratively  low  
sk illed  m ain ten an ce requirem ents.
O ne form  o f  th e  m ach in e has a hom opolar action . T he  
flux from  the ex c itin g  coil is m od u la ted  by th e shape o f  the  
p assive rotor in such a w ay th a t induced e m f is generated  
in the coils o f  th e  sta tor  w indings. A  previous paper[3] 
describes th e  h om opolar topology .
I I .  F . E  M o d e l l i n g
F ig . 1 show s the m achine investigated , on ly  th e b o ttom  
h a lf o f  th e  sta tor  is show n for clarity. T he p osition s o f  the  
arm ature and ex c ita tio n  w indings w ill be observed.
T he top o lo g y  o f  the m ach ine is com plex  and th e flux  
d istr ib u tion  in  it  is d ifficu lt to  ca lcu late excep t by a full 
3D  fin ite elem en t m od el. T o facilita te  th is the rotor and  
sta tor  were m eshed  separately  and jo in ed  together by a 
slid ing  L agrange in terface placed in the m id d le o f  the air 
gap[4], F ig . 2 show s a close-up view  o f  the jo in ed  m eshes. 
T h e currents in th e  lam in ated  iron regions were ignored  
and the regions w ere considered to  be isotropic.
T he field so lu tion  for a know n current is then  a m agne- 
to s ta tic  problem  [5]. However for a sim u lation  involv ing  an  
external ex c ita tio n  circuit and load currents are unknow n,
Fig. 1. H om opolar M achine
and ad d ition a l com p lex ity  in th is case is the induced vo lt­
age due to  the m otion  o f  the rotor. T h e easiest so lu tion  
to  th is sort o f  problem s to  solve the circuit equ ation s as 
a single sy stem [6].
[A']x +  [ C ] ^  =  f (1 )
T h e unknow n vector x com prises the m agn etic  scalar 
unknow ns o f  the field m odel, the Lagrange m ultip liers  
th at enforce the slid ing interface and the circuit vo ltages. 
T h e forcing function  f represents the specified vo ltages  
in the circuit. T he stiffness and dam ping  m atrices, [K] 
and [C\ include b oth  the field m odel and a n odal circuit 
m od el. T h e m otional effects are m odelled  by the L agrange  
m ultip lier term s in the stiffness m atrix . T hese term s are 
calcu lated  at each tim e step . B ecause o f  th e st iff  nature  
o f the electrom agnetic  sy stem  an im p lic it backw ard dif­
ference schem e was used to  im plem ent the tim e step p in g  
o f these equations.
I I I .  F i n i t e  e l e m e n t  a n d  e x p e r i m e n t a l  r e s u l t s
A practical m achine w as constructed  and tested , to  ver­
ify the F in ite  E lem ent M odelling (F E M ). T h e fin ite el­
em en t m eth od  used the system  exp lained  earlier where 
equation  (1) is represented by the circuit show n in F ig. 3.
L ongtudinal
Blocks
S ta to r  o f th e  
machine
3 -Phase arm atu re  w indings
E x c ita tio n
C o i l
S t a t o r R otor o f  th e  machine
Fig. 2. C lose-up m esh
T h e fo llow in g  tests were perform ed on the m achine and  














Circuit Finite Elem ent Model
F ig . 3. FE  M odel con n ected  to an extern al circuit
A. O pen-circu it test: In w hich the op en  circuit v o lt­
age Eoc w as m easured as the field current is varied. T h e  
results are show n com pared w ith  FEM  in F ig . 4.
B.  Short-circu it test: In w hich the m achine is short cir­
cu ited  at th e  term inals and results o f short circuit current 
I sc aga in st field current If  are obtained  and com pared  
w ith  FEM  in F ig . 5.
C. U n satu rated  Synchronous Im pedance: D irect ax is  
synchronous reactance, Xd(un) was calcu lated  as follow s:
v _ &OC
Jt“n) “  V3 (2)
where Eoc is th e Line to  Line open circuit vo ltage  taken  
from  the air gap line for a g iven  exc ita tion  field current 
If  and Iac is the short circuit arm ature current ob ta in ed  
at the sam e field exc ita tion . T h is reactance is 68Q exper­
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Fig. 5. Short circuit test
I V .  S l i p  t e s t
A slip  test has been perform ed to  determ ine Xd and  
X q. In th is test three phase vo ltage  were applied  at a 
speed sligh tly  below  synchronous speed  w ith ou t field exci­
ta tion . O scillogram s were taken o f  th e  arm ature term inal 
vo ltage , and the arm ature current. T h e  d irect-ax is and 
quadrature-axis reactances are found as follow’s:
• xr  L m in  and X q =  ------
■Lmmr
(3)
T h e experim enta l Xd and X q are 77.6Q and 72.5D , 
w hile the calculated  values from  FE  are 66.217 and 5 7 .6Q 
respectively.
V .  L o a d  t e s t
In th is test the 3 phase arm ature w ind ing  are connected  
to  a load and the m achine is driven at th e synchronous 
speed. F ig. 6 , show s the calcu lated  and m easured load
vo ltages for various values o f  arm ature current at induc­
tive  and resistive loads. T he w aveform s o f  load voltage  
and current (a t inductive load) are illu strated  in F ig . 7 
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In general the agreem ent betw een the fin ite e lem en t and  
m easured results is reasonable for th is com p lex  geom etry. 
T h e lam in ated  regions were considered to  be isotrop ic and  
th e eddy currents driven in th em  were ignored. T h is  m ay  
be the cause o f  th e  approxim ate results since the flux in  
the practical m achine w ill to  som e exten t be ’steered’ 
along  the p lane o f  the lam in ation . However the results  
are sufficient for future com parative design purpose.
A  C om parison  b etw een  A .C  S ide E xc ited  H eterop o lar  and  
H om opolar Synchronous M achines.
Q .H  A l-A kayshee ,J .F .E asth am  
School o f  E lectrical & E lectronic E ngineering, B ath  U niversity, B ath . U .K .
Abstract— T w o  fo rm s o f  s ta to r -s id e  e x c it e d  m a ­
c h in e s  are c o n s id e r e d  in  th e  p a p e r , h o m o p o ­
lar a n d  h e te r o p o la r .T h e y  are co m p a r e d  b y  th e  
u se  o f  3 D  m a g n e to s ta t ic  f in ite  e le m e n t  m o d ­
e l l in g .T h e  r e su lts  fro m  a p r o to ty p e  h o m o p o la r  
m a c h in e  are a lso  p r e se n te d  to  v a lid a te  th e  m o d ­
e ll in g  m e th o d .I t  is  fo u n d  th a t th e  h o m o p o la r  m a ­
c h in e  h a s  so m e  a d v a n ta g es  over th e  h e te r o p o la r  in  
w e ig h t a n d  v o lu m e  b u t  th e r e  are so m e  p e n a lt ie s  
in  e ffic ien cy .
I . I n t r o d u c t i o n
A .C  side excited  synchronous m achines have both  
ex c ita tio n  and arm ature w indings on th e  sta tor  side  
o f  th e  air-gap , the m achines are robust and have been  
used for h igh  speed a p p lica tion s[l].
T h e m achine has also been  suggested  for use in alter­
n ative  energy schem es[2], especia lly  in sm a ll hydro  
and w ind power app lica tion s where advantage can  
be taken o f  their easy  and com paratively  low -skilled  
m ain ten an ce requirem ents.
T h e rotors carry no w ind in gs and are brushless but 
th e  generated  vo ltage  can be regulated  by varying  
th e  sta tor-sid e  ex c ita tion .
I I .  T h e  t o p o l o g y  o f  t h e  m a c h i n e s
T w o different top o log ies o f  m achine w ill be con­
trasted  in  th is paper nam ely  hom opolar and h et­
eropolar.
T h e rotor and the sta tor  o f  a 2 pole  heteropolar m a­
chine are show n in F ig . ?? , and F ig. 2, respectively.
T h e tw o op p osite ly  connected  ex c ita tio n  coils are 
show n in the stator figure but the a .c w in d ing , car­
ried in  th e s lo ts  o f  the centre core, is o m itted  for 
clarity  (on ly  one coil is show n). F ig . 3 , is a longi­
tu d in a l section  o f  the m achine show n at a particular
Fig. 1. H eteropolar M achine R otor
p osition , it w ill be observed th a t th e  ex c ita tio n  coils  
drive flux so  th at a pair o f  poles are induced  in  the  
rotor a ’n orth ’ pole at the left o f  th e d iagram  and a 
sou th  at the right.If the rotor is turned by 180° as 
show n in F ig. 4, again  tw o p oles are induced  but o f  
op p osite  polarity.
It follow s therefore, th a t a  3 phase e m f w ill be in­
duced in a tw o pole w inding inserted  in  the s lo ts  o f  
the centre core .T h is form  o f  m achine is called  h et­
eropolar because o f  the form ation  o f  th e  n orth -south  
pattern  on the rotor.
T he rotor and the sta tor  o f a hom op olar  m achine are 
show n in F ig. 5, and F ig . 6 , respectively .
O nly one exc ita tion  coil is used in th is m ach ine. T h e  
a.c w inding passes through the s lo ts  o f  b o th  cores 
(on ly  one coil o f th is w inding is show n on F ig . 6 ). 
F ig. 7, is a longitud inal section  o f  th e m ach in e show n  
at one particular p osition , if  the left hand sta to r  is 
considered as in F ig. 8 , it w ill be seen th a t th e  rotor 
presents a ’n orth ’ pole  at the top  since flux passes  
from  the rotor to  the stator and th en  through  the  
lon gitu d inal blocks to  carry on the other end o f  the  
rotor as show n in F ig. 9. It w ill be seen th a t there  
is no flux driven from  the rotor to  th e  other h a lf  
circum ference. If now  the rotor is turned by 180° as 
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Fig. 3. L ongitudinal Section  at 0° P osition
w ill be seen th a t flux s t ill passes from  th e rotor to  
th e  sta tor  at the left hand core w ith  th e  rotor still 
presenting a ’n o rth ’ pole.
C on sideration  o f  the figures show s th at a sim ilar s it­
u a tion  occurs on the right hand side core bu t th is  
tim e  a ’so u th ’ pole  is a lw ays presented by th e stator.
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F ig. 4. L ongitudinal Section  at 180° P osition
F ig. 6. H om opolar M achine S tator
Since the flux is on ly  m od u la ted  from  one d irection  
to  zero in  one core th e m achine is term ed h om op olar. 
However because o f  the tw o cores the flux lin k in g  a 
sta tor  coil is first in one d irection  from  one core and  
then  in the reversed d irection from  the other. V iew s  
o f  th e flux direction  at each end o f th e  m ach in e are
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Fig. 8. M achine end 1 at 0° Position
Fig. 10. L ongitudinal S ection  at 180° P osition
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Fig. 9. M achine end 2 a t 0° P osition
show n  in F ig. 11, and F ig. 12, respectively , w hile  
F ig . 13, and F ig. 14, show  th e  d irection  o f  th is  flux  
in  th e  m iddle o f  th e m achine at 0° and 180° P osition s  
respectively.
F ig. 11. M achine end  1 at 180° P osition
IV . E x p e r i m e n t a l  R e s u l t s
T h e hom opolar m achine has been con structed  and  
tested . F ig . 15, show s the m easured induced e m f to ­
gether w ith  ca lcu lated . It w ill be observed th a t the
III. 3 D  F i n i t e  E l e m e n t  M o d e l l i n g
3D  F in ite  E lem ent represen tation [3] has been used to  
m od el the tw o form s m entioned  above. In m od ellin g  
electrica l m achines it is necessary to  consider th e  ro­
tor at all p osition s w ith in  th e  sta tor .In  the m eth od  
used in th is work the rotor and sta tor  are in d ep en ­
d en tly  m eshed w ith  the tw o m eshes coupled  using  
’Lagrange M ultip liers’[4]. T h is  enables the rotor to  
be rotated  and snap sh ots taken o f  the field at a set 
o f  position s. Fig. 12. M achine end 2 at 180° P osition
m
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Fig. 13. M iddle o f the m achine at 0° P osition
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E xc ita tion  Coil
Fig. 14. M iddle o f the m ach ine at 180° P osition
agreem ent is reasonable. T h e  rm s value o f  the v o lt­
ages were 54 .9  and 56 .4  v o lts  for th e com p u ted  and  
m easured respectively . T h e  induced e m f o f  the h et­
eropolar case w as ca lcu la ted , th e  rm s value w as 67.2  
vo lts . T h is  ca lcu la tion  w as perform ed at th e  sam e  
field  current and the 20% increase over th e h om op o­
lar m achine w ill be noted .
V . D e t a i l s  o f  D e s i g n s  a n d  C o m p a r i s o n
B oth  m achines have been designed w ith  th e  sam e  
arm ature currents and current densities and th e  sam e  
field  currents and current d ensities.
T h e  h om opolar m achine w as first designed in 3D  FE  
w ith  d im en sion s as show n in F ig . 16. T o m eet the  
requirem ents o f  th e  induced vo ltage  in  the 3 phase  
A .C  w indings, the specifica tion s o f  th is m achine are:
-Series conductors per arm ature slo t (45 ),
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Fig. 15. Induced em f’s
-S lo ts  per p ole and phase (4 ),
-C o il p itch  (s lo ts ) (12),.
-S lo t d ep th  (18  m m ),
-T ota l arm ature s lo ts  (24 ),
-N u m b er o f  po les (2 ),
-T o ta l sta tor  iron w eight (20 .42  kg), 
-R otor  iron w eight (under sta tor) (5 .8  kg).
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Fig. 16. H om opolar M achine D im ensions
In F ig . 17, the m agnetic  circuit o f the heteropolar  
m achine is show n the d im ensions o f  th e  m id d le  s ta ­
tor is th e  sam e as th a t o f  one side o f  the h om opolar  
sta tor . T h e  other tw o ou tsid e  cores are each on e h a lf  
o f  th e w id th  o f  the centre core.T he 30m m  space be­
tw een th e m id d le  sta tor  and the side cores has been  
left for th e  end turns o f  the A .C  w inding. T h is  is the  
sam e d istan ce  th at has been used for the A .C  w ind­
ing o f  the hom opolar m achine. T h e sp ecifica tion s o f  
th is m ach ine are:
1*1?
-Series conductors per arm ature slo t (45 ), 
-Series conductors in th e  field coil (125), 
-S lo ts  per pole and phase (4 ),
-C o il p itch  (s lo ts) (12 ),
-S lo t dep th  (18 m m ),
-T ota l arm ature s lo ts  (24),
-N u m b er o f poles (2 ),
-T o ta l stator iron w eight (24 .05  kg), 
-R otor  iron w eight (under sta tor) (8 .3  kg).
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Fig. 17. H eteropolar M achine D im ensions
N ow , to  com pare the tw o m achines :
G iven  the sam e ex c ita tio n  current in b oth  m achines, 
th e  heteropolar m ach ine has double exc ita tion  losses 
(212R) w hile in th e  hom opolar m achine on ly  h a lf  
o f th a t loss occurs ( I 2R ), for the reason th a t the  
heteropolar m achine has tw o exc ita tion  coils com ­
pared w ith  one ex c ita tio n  coil in the hom opolar  
case.H ow ever for th e  sam e induced vo ltage  on ly  90% 
o f  th e  current is needed in the heteropolar case hence 
th e  copper loss is (1 .6 2 P R )  and therefore the loss is 
on ly  38.27%  m ore th an  the loss in the hom opolar  
m achine.
In th e hom opolar m ach ine, the len gth  o f  the A .C  
w ind ing  is ab ou t 7 0m m  longer than  th a t in  th e  het­
eropolar m achine, therefore the A .C  w inding losses 
in the heteropolar m ach ine are about 39% less than  
th e  losses in th e  h om op olar  m achine.H ence th e  to ta l 
copper loss in  the heteropolar m achine is 11% m ore  
than  th a t in h om op olar  m achine in the case o f  sam e  
exc ita tion  currents, b u t for th e  sam e vo ltage  the to ­
ta l copper loss are nearly the sam e in both  m achines  
( 1% m ore in th e  h om op olar).
T he to ta l iron losses have been ca lcu lated  in each  
part o f  the sta tor  o f  each m achine, teeth , back iron, 
and lon gitu d inal b lock s.T he m eth od  used w as to  first 
find value o f  the peak flux density  and then the cor­
responding value o f specific loss in  w/kg  w as found  
from  steel m anufacturers curves.From  th is the to ta l 
loss can be found by in tegration .F or the sam e ex c ita ­
tion  currents in b oth  m achines, the to ta l iron losses  
in the stator o f  th e heteropolar m achine are 19.4%  
m ore than  the losses in th e hom opolar m achine, but 
for the sam e vo ltages th is loss is 3% m ore than  the  
losses in the sta tor  o f  th e hom opolar m achine.
T he to ta l w eight o f  the heteropolar m achine is about  
19% greater than  the hom opolar m achine.
V I .  D i s c u s s i o n
It has been found th a t the hom opolar m achine is 
lighter than  th e heteropolar by 19%.T h e to ta l loss in  
the heteropolar case is v irtually  the sam e (3% m ore) 
th a t in the h om opolar case.
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Abstract—  T h is  p a p er  d e sc r ib e s  an  e ff ic ien t sch em e  
for in c o r p o r a t in g  m u lt ip le  w ire  w o u n d  c o ils  in to  3 D  fi­
n ite  e le m e n t  m o d e ls . T h e  sc h e m e  is b a sed  o n  th e  m a g ­
n e t ic  sca la r  r e p r e se n ta tio n  w ith  an  a d d it io n a l b a sis  for  
ea ch  c o il .  T h ere  are n o  r e s tr ic t io n s  o n  th e  to p o lo g y  
o f  c o ils  w ith  r e sp e c t  to  fe r r o m a g n e tic  an d  co n d u c to r  
r e g io n s . R e d u c e d  sca lar  r e g io n s  a n d  c u ts  are  a u to m a t­
ic a l ly  g e n e r a te d .
I n t r o d u c t i o n
M any electrical m achines use w ire w ound coils as the  
source o f  a m agn etic  field. T h e  m achine used as an exam ­
ple in  th is  paper is show n in  F ig .l .
[2] have described the use o f  cuts in m u ltip ly  connected  
eddy current problem s. In th is contribution  we w ill show  
how these cu ts can be introduced (a u to m a tica lly ) in to  the  
reduced scalar schem e. N ot on ly  d oes th is solve the prob­
lem  o f  m u ltip ly  connected  regions but, the basis for the  
cuts is th e sam e as the nodal m agn etic  scalar p o ten tia l. 
T his is im p ortan t w hen th e coil links a h igh ly  perm eable  
m agnetic  circuit. W ith ou t the use o f  cuts we w ould  be  
forced to  take the reduced scalar region through the m ag­
netic m ateria l. T h e well know n cancella tion  problem  th a t 
occurs w hen th is is done is avoided by our schem e.
T he user has on ly  to  define the coil geom etry  and spec­
ify i t ’s connection  to  an external circuit. Care has been  
taken to  keep the com p u tation a l cost o f  coil in tegration  
to  a m in im um . T h is has been achieved by allow ing  each  
coil to  have i t ’s own reduced scalar region.
F ig. 1. Showing the fin ite elem ent m odel.
In a previous pu b lica tion  w e presented a schem e for 
m od ellin g  coils connected  to  external energy sources [1], 
based on  a nod al m agnetic  scalar p oten tia l, w ith  the use o f  
a reduced scalar to  contain  th e  coil source field. O ne draw  
back o f  th e schem e, for th e casual user o f  an F E  package, 
is m asterin g  th e  concept o f  reduced scalar regions.
Our la test work has been to  fu lly  a u tom ate  the defini­
tion  o f  th e  reduced scalar region m aking th e form ulation  
transparent to  the end user. W e have also generalised  the  
form ulation  to  allow  m u ltip le  coils. T h e program  selects  
th e  e lem en ts needed to  conta in  th e  coil w ith in  a reduced  
scalar region. T h is usually  m akes the scalar and reduced  
scalar regions m u ltip ly  connected . P revious pu b lications
T h e o r y
In th is section  we ou tlin e  a general m eth od  for m od ­
elling wire w ound coils.
G iven a problem  w ith  a set o f  N  independent w indings. 
T he field is represented by adding an ad d ition a l vector  
basis fu nction , T» for each independent w inding
H = - ^ V A f j ^  +  ^ T  j/j (1)
T he on ly  requirem ent is the curl o f  th is vector is the  
turns density  vector o f  the w inding, th at is, V x T , /*  =  J;
W e solve the usual non-divergence o f  flux equation
v /‘ ( -  E ViV* ^ + E  TiI<) 0 (2)
If the F .E . schem e is to  be connected  to  an external 
source then  it is essentia l to  have an equation  relating the  
term inal vo ltage  and the field. T h is is done by projecting  
the induced E  on to  the turns density  vector ( V x T t) and  
in tegrating [1]
V = J  E  - V x T .  dft (3)
n




T h e integral in (3) requires a b it o f  developm ent be­
cause E  is n ot d irectly  availab le w ith in  the m agn etic  scalar 
region.
U sing the vector iden tity , E - V x T ;  =  T j - V x E + V - T j  x  
E,  y ield s
J  E • V  x T t- dQ =  J  T j • V x E d Q  +  ^ T j  x  E ^ n  d r
n o r
(4)
T h e surface integral d isappears if  T  x  E  • n  = 0 .  In 
practice th is m eans if  E  x n  /  0 then we m u st ensure
T  x  n  = 0 .
<9B
T h e curl o f  E  is w ell know n as -7— soot
/ E . V x T , d « = - / T j . f dQ (5)
n ci
A fter th e  usual G alerkin  procedure these eq uation s lead  
to  a sym m etric  m atrix .
Im p l e m e n t a t i o n
T he schem e described above is qu ite general, g iven  any  
su itab le  vector T  we can alw ays construct another vec­
tor by add ing  th e  grad ient o f  a scalar. T w o objectives  
have led us to  our choice o f T  in  th is paper. F irstly  T  
norm ally  requires in tegrating  th e  source field using B iot- 
Savart. T h is  can be exp en sive  so  we a ttem p t to  m in im ize  
the vo lum e w ith in  w hich  T  is non zero. Secondly  if  T  
ex ists w ith in  m ateria ls o f  high p erm eab ility  (unavoidab le  
if  a coil links a m agn etic  circuit as show n in F ig .2) then  
can cella tion  p roblem s can occur w hich can be kept to  a 
m in im u m  if  T  has th e  sam e b asis as w ith in  th e  m ag­
netic m ateria l.
tw o different typ es o f region: the coil region  is  the set o f  
e lem ents w hich overlap the physical coil; th e  cu t region is 
a region w hich spans any hole form ed by th e  coil region, 




Boundaries o f  cut and coil regions
coincide with element interfaces
Fig. 3. Show ing the different regions in w hich T  lives.
W ith in  the coil region th e T  vector is defined  as
T  =  H , - V M (6)
where, H* is th e source field due to  1 Amp, ca lcu lated  
using B iot-Savart. T h e V M  is added to  e lim in a te  the  
tan gen tia l com ponent o f T  on the in terface betw een  the  
coil region and the to ta l scalar region. O n th is  interface  
M  is defined as line integral on the surface from  som e  
reference poin t
a
M(a) = J  H , dl (7)
r t f
If the scalar p oten tia l has been set to  zero at som e  
poin t th is is used as the reference. T h e lin e  integral is 
not allow ed to  go through th e cut region. T h e  scalar M  
is in terpolated  using the elem ent shape fu n ction s. O n the  
in ternal nodes w ith in  th e coil region M  is taken  to  be 
zero.
In the cut region T  is m odelled  by the grad ien t o f  the  
discontinuous auxiliary  cu ttin g  p o ten tia l, w hich  uses the  
sam e basis as th e  scalar p o ten tia l, xp, so we avoid  the can­
cella tion  problem . If th e core in F ig .2  has a co n d u ctiv ity  
the cut n aturally  interfaces w ith  th e  m a g n etic  vector po­
ten tia l used to  m odel the core [2].
T he vector basis T  for a sim ple race track co il is show n  
in F ig .4.
Fig. 2. Show ing the  cross section  o f a  coil and a m agnetic  circuit
T h e reduced and to ta l scalar m eth od  [3] can be used to  
m in im ize th e ex ten t o f th e  T  vector , however it requires 
th e reduced scalar region to  be sim p ly  connected . W e 
have generalised  the reduced scalar m ethod  by elim in atin g  
m u ltip ly  connect regions using cuts. T h e vector T  lives in
A u t o m a t i o n
T h e w indings are m eshed separately  to  th e  F .E . m esh. 
E ach w inding com prises a  set o f coils conn ected  in series. 
For com p licated  devices the m anual defin ition  o f  th e  coil 
region e lem ents is a tim e consum ing and error prone pro­
cess. W e have au tom ated  th is  process by find ing  the F .E . 
elem ents w hich overlap (in  3D ) w ith  the co il e lem en ts. In 
practice different w indings m ay share the sam e coil e le­
m ents as show n in F ig .5. T h is  adds to  th e  com p lex ity
Cut region
Fig. 4. Show ing the T  vector in  the coil region and cu t region.
o f  book  keeping w ith in  th e  program  but is un im p ortan t 
from  th e users p oin t o f  v iew .
Uxfependant Winding*
mim  Cofll region
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mj p ;  Coil 2 region
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F ig. 5. Show ing two co ils, their regions and boundaries
In m o st cases th is procedure produces a m u ltip ly  con­
nected  co il region. C u ts are au to m a tica lly  generated  [4] 
to  render th e  com p lete  T  region s im p ly  connected . N ote  
th a t it  is p ossib le  th a t m ore th an  one cu t be generated  for 
each co il region d ep en d in g  on  th e  top o logy  o f  the w ind­
ing. It is  a lso  p ossib le  for cu ts to  fo ld  and in tersect w ith  
th em selves or any o f  the oth er cuts. For exam p le  F ig .6 
show s a co il arrangem ent w hich  cou ld  in reality  be a sin ­
g le  w in d in g  w ith  different num ber o f  turns in  each branch. 
In general 3 cu ts are needed to  m ake the regions sim p ly  
connected .
C a lcu la tin g  th e  required ju m p  across the cuts (per am p  
current) is done i f  p ossib le  w h ils t ca lcu la tin g  th e  integral 
o f  M  for each coil. T h e  in tegration  is not a llow ed to  go  
th rough  a  cu t. If b oth  sid es o f  th e  cut have been  v is ited  
by th e  in tegration  it  m ay  b e  possib le  to  assign  a basis  
(ju m p  per am p in  coil) for the cu t. A n in teresting  case  
arises w hen tw o cuts overlap  on  th e  surface o f  the reduced  
scalar. In th is  case assign in g  a value for th e  ju m p  m ust 
be p ostp on ed  u n til th e values for th e  other cu ts have been  
assigned .
R e s u l t s
A novel h om opolar generator has been designed and  
tested  using th e  MEGA [5] package w hich uses the schem e  
ou tlin ed  in th is paper. T h e  M achine com prises a 3 phase
AC w ind ing  on the sta tor  excited  by a single coil also  
on the sta tor . T he com puter m odel o f  the m otor was 
show n in Fig. 1. For clarity  one quarter o f  the sta tor  is 
not d isp layed  and only one phase o f the sta tor  w inding is 
show n.
T h e  m achine has been m od elled  dynam ically  w ith  the  
rotor speed  fixed and the sta tor  and rotor m eshes coupled  
v ia  a slid ing  Lagrange interface [6]. T he 3 phase AC w ind­
ings were connected  to  an external star load. A full tim e  
transient d yn am ic s im u la tion  was required to  m odel the  
m achine correctly. T h e flux path  for one rotor p osition  is 
show n in F ig .7
D.C Coil Air-Gap
Rotor Shaft 
F ig. 7. L ongitudinal S ection  o f m otor at 0° P osition
T h e exp erim en ta l verification  o f  th is schem e w ill be  
published  elsew here [7], in  th is contribution  we shall de­
scribe som e o f  th e th eoretica l aspects o f  th is problem .
Each sta tor  phase com prises four coils connected  in  se­
ries. W e have a choice: trea t the sets o f  coils as a single  
w ind ing  or four separate co ils and connect th em  v ia  the  
extern al circuit feature o f  the package. Because the coil 
in tegration  is done separately  for each coil the later ap­
proach is about 16 tim es quicker th an  the form er. T h e end  
region o f  the m achine has a com p lex  coil geom etry  th a t is 
very difficu lt to  m esh exactly . W e chose to  approxim ate  
th e coils by a set o f  p h ysica lly  in tersecting w indings. Re­
duced scalar e lem en ts are p u t in to  sets w hich are classified  
by th e  co ils w hich intersect th a t elem ent. For th is prob­
lem  150 d istin ct sets were required. Each o f  th e six teen  
A C  coils generated  i t ’s ow n cut.
T h e  D C  coil poses an in terestin g  problem . B ecause the  
rotor section  is m eshed separately  there is a hole w ith in  
th e sta tor  region w hich is linked by th is D C  coil. However 
th is coil requires a cut. R ather than  trying to  exten d  
th is cut through the Lagrange surface to  the rotor we 
can m ake it go  to  one o f  th e  outer boundaries. T h is  is 
done a u to m a tica lly  by the program  by m aking the cut 
avoid the slid ing  Lagrange surface and ensuring th at the 
outer boundary o f  the problem  has the correct boundary
Fig. 6. Show ing a  w inding, the coil region and the 3 cu ts.
schem e has been au tom ated , h id ing the d ifficult concepts 
such as reduced scalar regions and cu ts from  th e user. 
T h e schem e is op tim a l, in the sense th a t, the coil in te­
gration  is contained w ith in  the m in im um  p ossib le  region. 
T h e schem e has no top o log ica l restrictions.
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con d ition  to  allow  the cu t to  span betw een the boundary  




F ig. 8 . Show ing the slid ing interface and the cut generated  to the  
ou ter boundary o f the problem
C o n c l u s i o n
W e have presented a  general schem e for dea ling  w ith  
wire w ound coils in 3D  fin ite elem ent problem s. T he
3D F in ite E lem ent M odelling of an A.C  Side E xcited  M achine
Q .H  A l-A kayshee ,J .F .E asth am  
School o f  E lectrical & E lectronic E ngineering, B ath U niversity, B ath . U.K.
Abstract— O n e form  o f  s ta to r -s id e  e x c ite d  m a­
c h in e s  is  c o n s id e r e d  in  th e  p a p er , a  h o m o p o la r  
m a ch in e . T h e  m a ch in e  has a c o m p le x  fie ld  geo ­
m etry  an d  is  d ifficu lt  to  a n a ly se  e x c e p t  b y  th e  u se  
o f  3D m a g n e to sta tic  f in ite  e le m e n t m o d e llin g . T h e  
r e su lts  fro m  su ch  m o d e llin g  are c o m p a red  w ith  
m e a su rem en ts  tak en  fro m  a p r o to ty p e  h o m o p o la r  
m a ch in e  to  v a lid a te  th e  a n a ly s is . C o m p a r iso n s  are  
d ra w n  b e tw e e n  th e  u se  o f  m a g n e tic  and  non  m ag­
n e tic  sh a fts . It is  c o n c lu d e d  th at th e  m o d e llin g  
m eth o d s  are su ffic ien tly  accu ra te  for d e s ig n  pu r­
p o se s .
I. IN T R O D U C T I O N
A .C  side excited  synchronous m achines have both  ex­
c ita tion  and arm ature w indings on the stator side o f  
the air-gap, the m achines are robust and have been  
used for h igh  speed  ap p lications]!].
T he m achine has also been  su ggested  for use in al­
ternative energy schem es[2], esp ecia lly  in sm all hydro  
and w ind power applications where advantage can  
be taken o f  their easy  and com paratively  low -skilled  
m aintenance requirem ents.
T he rotors carry no w indings and are brushless but 
the generated voltage can be regulated by varying the 
stator-side excitation .
II. 3 D  F E  M O D E L L IN G
T he 3D m esh  can  be created by extruding a 2 D 
base p lane bu ilt from  quadrilateral and triangular
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elem ents. T he process o f creating a 2D m esh  is sub­
set o f  the full 3D program .
T h is m odelling m ethod m eans that the base plane  
m ust contain  the w hole network topology  o f  the entire 
m odel. T he 3D-FE  M odels[3] are outlined  in F ig. 1 
and F ig . 2 for the rotor and stator o f the m achine  
respectively.
Fig. 1. H om opolar M achine R otor
Longitudinal Block
D.C Excitation Coil
One Coil of1 
A.C Winding
Fig. 2. H om opolar M achine Stator
In m od ellin g  electrical m achines it is necessary to  
consider the rotor at all p osition s w ith in  the stator. 
In the m ethod used in th is work the rotor and
stator are independently  m eshed w ith the tw o m eshes 
cou p led  using ’Lagrange M ultip liers’[4]. T h is  enables 
the rotor to be rotated  and snap shots taken o f  the 
field at a  se t o f  p osition s.
III.  P R I N C I P L E  O F  O P E R A T I O N
tim e a 'south' pole is alw ays presented by the stator. 
Since the flux is only m odulated  from  one direction  
to  zero in one core the m achine is term ed hom opolar. 
H owever because o f  the tw o cores the flux linking a 
stator coil is first in one d irection  from  one core and  
then in the reversed d irection from  the other [5].
O nly  one excita tion  coil is  used in th is m achine. T he  
A.C  w ind ing  passes through the slo ts o f  both  cores. 
F ig . 3 is  a lon gitud in al section  o f  the m achine show n  
at one particu lar p osition , if  the left hand stator is 
considered  it  w ill be seen  that the rotor presents a 
'north' p o le  at the top  since flux passes from  the 
rotor to  the stator. How ever there is no flux driven  
from  the rotor at the b ottom . If now  the rotor is 
turned by 180° as show n in F ig . 4 then it w ill be 
seen  that flux still passes from  the rotor to the stator  
at the left hand core w ith  the rotor still presenting a 
'north'  pole .
D.C C o il (In)
D.C C o il (Out)
S ta to r  • • R o to r
[GV] B
F ig. 3. L ongitudinal Section at 0°
F ig. 4. L ongitudinal Section at 180° Position
C onsideration  o f  the figures show s that a sim ilar s itu ­
ation occurs on the right hand side core but th is
IV . F I N I T E  E L E M E N T  A N D  
E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S
T he fo llow ing tests were perform ed on the m achine  
and equivalent finite elem ent results were ob ta ined  
for com p arison [6].
A. O pen-circuit test: In which the open circuit
voltage E oc w as m easured as the field current I f  is 
varied. T he results are show n com pared  w ith  F E M  
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Fig. 5. Open circuit test
B.  Short-circuit test: In w hich the m achine is  short 
circuited  at the term inals and results o f  short circuit 
current Isc against field current If  are ob ta in ed  and  
com pared  w ith F E M  in F ig. 6 .
C.  U nsaturated  Synchronous Im pedance: D irect 
ax is synchronous reactance, Xd(un) w as ca lcu lated  
as follow s:
=  J f c  (1)
where E oc is  the Line to  Line open circuit voltage  
taken from  the air gap line for a g iven  excita tion  
field current I f  and Isc is  the short circuit arm ature  
current obtained  at the sam e field excita tion . T h is  
reactance is 68Q experim enta lly  and 61Q calcu lated  
from  F E M .
f a
2.4
2 . 1  
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F ig. 6. Short circuit test
V . S l i p  t e s t
A slip  te s t has been perform ed to  determ ine X d and  
X q. In th is test three phase voltage were applied  
at a sp eed  sligh tly  below  synchronous speed  w ithout 
field exc ita tion . O scillogram s were taken o f  the arm a­
ture term in al voltage, and the arm ature current. T he  
d irect-ax is  and quadrature-axis reactances are found  
as follow s:
X d = Vn Vnand — j
-ft
(2)
T he exp erim en ta l X d and X q are 7 7 .6 0  and 7 2 .5 0 , 
w hile  the ca lcu lated  va lues from  FE  are 6 6 .2 0  and 
5 7 .6 0  respectively.
VI. Load t e s t
In th is te s t the 3 phase arm ature w indings are con­
nected  to  a load and the m achine is driven  at the 
syn chronous speed . F ig . 7, show s the calcu lated  and  
m easured load  vo ltages for various values o f  arm a­
ture current at inductive and resistive loads. T he  
w aveform s o f  load vo ltage and current (at inductive  
load) are illu strated  in F ig . 8 and F ig. 9 respectively.
V I I .  M A C H I N E  S A T U R A T IO N
There are different levels o f  saturation in  th is m a­
chine. T h e saturation  is  h ighest in the m idd le o f  the 
m achine. In particu lar the rotor center show s the 
high est level o f  saturation  where the lam inations are 
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F ig. 8. Load V oltage W aveform
T h is  saturation  can be avoided if  the rotor shaft is 
m ade from  a m agnetic m aterial such as m ild  stea l 
instead  o f  the non-m agnetic m aterial w hich is u sed  
in the orig inal design . T he non-m agn etic  shaft was 
adopted  in the original design  to  help to  prevent bear­
ing fluxes and high external field. F ig. 10 show s the 
cond ition  o f  the flux w hen a m agnet shaft is used .
: i ; J :
l\ A
—  FEM 
—  Experiment
Rotor p o s itio n  (Mechanical8 degrees)0
Fig. 9. Load Current W aveform
T h is  is for com parison  w ith F ig. 4 where the shaft is 
non-m agnetic .
IX . C O N C L U S I O N
F ig. 10. Vector flux w ith a  m agnetic shaft
V III .  R o t o r  l a m i n a t e d  p o l e s
A s exp la ined  in Section  III., the m ain  b od y  o f  the 
rotor carries a constan t flux w ith  an induced north  
p ole on one end and an induced south p ole  on the 
other. H ow ever, there are a lso local a lternating flux  
com p on en ts due to  the stator slotting . T h e flux in 
the tooth  area is illu strated  in F ig. 11 and it w ill be 
observed  that as the rotor m oves a poin t near the sur­
face  experiences flux changes. T hese changes cause  
lo ca l iron losses w hich are one com ponent o f  the stray  
lo sses. T h e experim enta l m achine rotor w as lam in ­
a ted  to m in im ise  these losses but th is is n ot generally  
p ossib le  in  h igh speed  m achines w hich require a solid  
p ole  construction  for strength . In such m achines the 
stray  loss w ill a lw ays rem ain a d isadvantage w hich  
can not b e avoided[7].
In general the agreem ent betw een the fin ite e lem ent 
and m easured results is  reasonable for th is com ­
plex geom etry. In particular the ab ility  to  ca lcu late  
the ou t put current shape in saturated  cond itions  
is  dem onstrated . T he lam inated  regions were con ­
sidered to be isotropic and the eddy currents driven  
in them  were ignored. T h is  m ay be the cause o f  the 
approxim ate results since the flux in the practical m a­
chine w ill to  som e exten t be ’steered’ a long the plane  
o f the lam ination . However the results are sufficient 
for future com parative design  purpose.
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Fig. 11. R otor flux due to slotting
